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ABSTRACT
This paper is a review of the literature concerning home visits as a means of team
building with families with children who have special needs. The primary focus is to
consider the needs, problems, and guidelines for conducting home visits.
Home visits have a lengthy history in early childhood education. They offer some
unique insights and opportunities for educators and families. Careful planning and
follow-up is necessary for a successful program.
Criticisms of home visits concern primarily the issues oflimited financial
resources and time constraints. Planning, scheduling, and conducting the visit are
discussed in this paper; also, a discussion of and the need for additional resource
information are given. Evaluation of the process is an ongoing procedure.
The intent of the paper is to offer a balanced view of the criticism and support
concerning home visits with families with children having special needs. It delineates the
real problems evaluators face in preparing and implementing a home visit program.
In addition, the study offers recommendations for providing adequate resources
for program implementation, recognizing the importance of the family strength-based
model, and understanding family and teacher roles in the process.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
History
There is a history of home visits in Early Childhood Education. It was commonly
practiced in Europe for many years. In the 1ih century Comensius respected the parents
role in their children's education, for he believed that teaching truly begins at home. In
the 19th century Froebel's Mother Play shared ideas with parents about interactive play
through poems and songs. The McMillan Sisters in the 20th century went to factory
workers' homes seeking children needing basic care, stressing health and hygiene. Patty
Smith Hill brought the teachers from the McMillan's school in England to the United
States to share their ideas, continue their teaching and expand upon their ideas.
Doctors, nurses, and teachers commonly made home visits in the early 1900's as a
means of meeting meq.ical needs, providing support for at-risk families, and teaching
parenting skills (Andre, Hawley, & Rockwell, 1996). During that period, many children
with moderate disabilities were institutionalized, though others with multiple of more
severe disabilities were left solely to their parents' care (Berger, 1995). Some died as a
result of premature birth or very severe disabilities.
During the 1960's and 1970's, due to parent advocacy and legislation such as
Public Law 94-142, the education of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975 and ensuing
legislation, numerous intervention programs incorporating home visits emerged. These
programs primarily focused on children who were economically disadvantaged,
developmentally delayed, or learning disabled. Parent involvement was pivotal regarding
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the enhancement of their child's health, social/emotional, and cognitive development
(Andre et al., 1996). The intent of home visits was to provide for intervention.
Current thinking goes beyond intervention seeking to strategize for prevention. It
focuses on capitalizing on family strengths in order to promote family health and
empowerment. This concept builds on family strength, community resources, and
individually developed school programs including Individual Family Service Plans
(I.F.S.P.) and Individual Education Plans (I.E.P.).
Some model home visiting programs include: High/Scope, Head Start, the
Mother-Child Program, the Portage Project, the Home Instruction Program for Preschool
Youngsters, and the Family, Infant, and Preschool Program. All of the preschool
programs listed were initiated in the 1960's, except for the Family, Infant and Preschool
Program. These programs continue today providing valuable support.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is to examine the needs, problems, and appropriate
guidelines in conducting home visits for families with children with special needs. It is
important to consider the home and school factors that may require additional planning
and support to meet those needs. This will be accomplished by answering the following
questions:
•

What are the specific home visit needs of families with children with special
needs?

•

What can early childhood educators do to meet these needs?

•

What are the problems of home visits?
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•

What are the guidelines that are needed to have an optimum home visit
program?

Need for the Study
Researchers in home-based early interventions with families with children with
disabilities are raising new questions and bringing about changes in theory and practice
(McBride & Peterson, 1997). It is important to respect the concept of family-centered
services (Akers, Behl, & Roberts, 1996) while defining the context of service delivery
within the constraints of available resources and supports.

Limitations of the Study
The limitations are the lack of some research not found through local library
resources. There is alsq a limited amount of research specifically related to home visits
with families having children with special needs.

Definitions
These selected terms are defined in the following ways:
Appropriate---able to meet a need; suitable or fitting; in special education, usually the
most normal setting as possible
At Risk---a term used regarding children who have, or could have, problems with their
development that may affect later learning
Early Intervention Services---programs of services designed to identify and treat a
developmental program as early as possible
Child Find---a service directed by each state's Department of Education for identifying
and diagnosing unserved children with disabilities, with special focus on identifying
children birth to six-years-old
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Family Centered Services---services based on individual family values and priorities as
determined by family interviews, questionnaires, and rating scaled designed to assess
family strengths, needs, stress, and resources
Inter-Disciplinary Team [IDT]---the team contributing to the development of an IFSP or
IEP typically involving any of the following: parents or guardian, the child, if
appropriate, the teacher, support staff such as a speech pathologist or nurse, a social
worker, and any other persons requested by the family
Individual Education Plan [IEP]---an individualized formal education plan for schoolage-children with special needs as established by P.L. 94-142
Individual Family Service Plan [IFSP]---an individualized developmental plan for infants
or preschoolers with special needs focusing on a family-centered approach as established
by P.L. 94-457
Least Restrictive Environment [LRE]---an educational program or setting that provides a
child with special needs the opportunity to work and learn to the best of his or her ability;
additionally providing the child with as much contact as possible with children of typical
abilities, while meeting all of the children's physical requirements and learning needs
Public Law 94-142---Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975 stating all
people between the ages of 3 and 18 must be provided free and appropriate education
Public Law 99-457---Education of the Handicapped Act Amendments of 1986:
Handicapped Infants and Toddlers provided comprehensive early intervention services
for infants and preschoolers
Public Law 105-17---Individual with Disabilities Education Act Amendments of 1997:
Incorporates and expands upon Public Law 99-457 and Public Law 94-142 extending
opportunities for children with disabilities. Through full reevaluation to meet the child's
full educational needs, increased parental participation, as well as the right to a medical
assessment, these opportunities are expanded
Related Services---transportation and developmental, corrective, and other support
services that a child with disabilities require to benefit from education; examples may
include: psychological services, speech pathology and audiology, occupational and
physical therapy, recreation, counseling services, interpreters for hearing impaired,
medical diagnostic and evaluation services
Respite---childcare services for children with disabilities provided by trained
paraprofessionals
Special Needs---a term relating to a child who has or is at risk for developing disabilities
requiring special services or treatment in order to progress
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Strength-Based Model---family service model based on family strengths rather than
deficiencies and uses those strengths to plan an IFSP
Supported Community Living---one-to-one skill building to enhance a child with
disabilities level of independence
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Review of the Literature
Several themes are prevalent in the literature regarding home visits with families
with children with special needs. Pervasive throughout is a dramatic shift in attitude
related to children with unique learning challenges. The following quote from Meisels
and Shonkoff (1990) is particularly cogent:
Shifts in attitudes and practices regarding the education of children with
disabilities have been described in evolutionary terms by Caldwell (1973), who
identified three major historical periods. The first, labeled "Forget and Hide,"
refers to the practice in the first half of this century though which handicapped
children were kept out of public view presumably to avoid embarrassing their
families. The second period corresponds to the prevailing attitudes of the 1950s
and 1960s, and is called "Screen and Segregate." In this period, children with
disabilities were tested, labeled, and then isolated once again in special facilities,
based on the assumption that they needed protection and could not function
indepel).dently in the mainstream. Caldwell named the third period "Identify and
Help." Beginni_ng in the mid-1970s, with the passage of landmark legislation and
continuing to the present day, this stage has been marked by efforts to screen for
special needs in the early years of life in the hopes of providing appropriate
intervention services at as young an age as possible. (p. 11)
Parents have been at the forefront of this change, encapsulating a complete
change of mindset from the 1960s. The 1960s opened a modem era for early childhood
education. Suddenly it was part of a sociopolitical agenda that encompassed civil rights,
mental retardation, and the effects of poverty. Head Start with a mandate of 10%
enrollment of children with disabilities continues to include theses children with special
needs ..
The 1970s offered great investment through legislation for children with
disabilities. Public Law 94-142 (Education for All Handicapped Children Act)
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established rights for all school-age children and an individualized education plan (1.E.P.)
to clarify how it would be provided in the least restrictive environment.
In 1986, Public Law 99-457 was developed in a landmark decision to extend
services to preschoolers and offers Part Hof the statute to provide services for children
from birth to three-years of age. It provides for an I.F.S.P.
Throughout these changes in laws, a profound change in philosophy was
occurring (Bricker, 1989). Bricker described the transition in four stages:
1. The initial professionally controlled stage did not encourage parental
involvement in planning the child's education. Typically, professionals felt
that they were the pedagogical experts and that parents had little to offer. They
were expected to acquiesce to the professional's decisions and
implementation.
2. The parent~! involvement stage allowed parents to participate in the plan as
designed by the professionals. Parent involvement was available through large
group meetings and the occasional small group meeting, as needed. Parent
input as to the efficacy of the system wasn't sought, nor was the system
successful.
3. The family focused stage noted two main differences in attitude toward family
members involvement in their child's education. They were the professionals'
increasing interest in family input prior to establishing the plan and the
professional's willingness to expand the family role. It began to take into
account the importance of the family input and ongoing impact.
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4. The final family guided stage recognizes the parent's pivotal role in their
child's education and shows respect to them as the expert on their own child.
As a child's I.F.S.P. or I.E.P. is developed, the professional's role is to assist
the family in clarifying objectives, finding the resources to meet these
objectives, and assist in evaluating outcomes.
Not only has there been a change in philosophy, but also a change in focus: from
child to entire family (Kagan, Powell, Weissbourd, & Zigler, 1987). The rationale is
argued that unless the family's needs are met, the child's needs may not be met.
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Amendment of 1997 (Public Law
105-17)1 extended opportunities for young children with disabilities. Parent participation
is mandated, not merely encouraged. It includes development and review of the I.E.P in
broader terns, and adds transition planning (National Information Center for Children and
Youth with Disabilitie~ [NICHCY], 1997).
Watson (1991) stated that home visits have continually gained importance not
only as an educational tool, but also as a means of engaging parents in the educational
process. He cited the following purposes for home visits:
•

To get parents involved with their child's learning.

•

To use parents' skills and knowledge, family interests, and resources to teach
children.

•

To teach parents developmentally appropriate ways to reach specific
objectives.

•

To get families involved with the program, the school, and the community.

•

To determine and address needs of children and their families.
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•

To provide information about community resources.

•

To provide guidance for families in getting the help they need, strengthening
parents by encouraging them to meet their own needs.

•

To broaden the experiences of children.

•

To increase the self-esteem of children and parents. (Andre et al., 1996, p.183)

Value and Benefit of Home Visits
As the focus of education has shifted to a family strength-based model, more is
being discovered about maximizing the benefits of services for the family and child.
Federal legislation and increased collaboration has resulted.
Summers (1990), as quoted by Lee and Murphy, noted several principles
underlying effective collaboration between professionals and families with children with
special needs. These principles are the following:
•

Families of children with special needs are normal families.

•

Families are full partners with professional.

•

Families are respected as, and encouraged to be the ultimate decision-makers
for their children with special needs.

•

Programs are sensitive to families' emotional needs.

•

The needs of all family members are considered.

•

Programs are flexible and respond to families' changing needs.
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Support of Home Visits
Parents of children with special needs typically are not prepared and are not
anticipating the birth and diagnoses of a child with disabilities. It is important for a
professional working with the family to be cognizant and respectful of their feelings.
Parents are typically working through a wide range of feelings including shock, anger,
disappointment, guilt, bargaining, and acceptance (Berger, 1995).
There is a broad support for home visits with families with children with special
needs. The model that is recommended the most is the family-centered or family
strength-based model.
Some of the benefits of a family-centered approach are as documented by the
Northwest Regional Education Laboratory (1996). These benefits include the following:
•

It builds the community environment by helping families gain access to
resources, information, and support through their connections to the
community environment. Often they not only share these resources with other
families, but also are willing to lend their support and talents, thus increasing
the available resources.

•

It creates partnerships or teams focused on the education and overall growth
and development of the child. These partnerships may start as a means of
resource and referral supports, such as a parent support group, Child Find, the
Child Health Specialty Clinic and eventually develop in to the Inter
Disciplinary Team [IDT] contributing to the development of the IFSP or IEP.

•

It strengthens family functioning by providing advocacy to direct the family to
resource designed to rejuvenate or enhance the family. These resources may
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include respite care, family counseling, GED classes, parent mentors,
financial resources (Title XIX, Social Security, Family Support Subsidy), The
Arc, and the National Information Center for Children and Youth with
Disabilities (NICHCY).
•

It provides flexible, tailored, respectful support. This individualized approach

is necessary because families are supported and child development enhanced
through helping and partnership relationships. Each child and each family's
needs and strengths are unique.
•

It links families and community supports. This is critical because

participation, two-way information exchanges, and advocacy strengthens both
the community support network and family functioning. The stronger the
family is from these linkages, the better prepared they are to build a strong
team for their child's educational success.
Weiss (1993) wrote that home visits are an effective tool in addressing the
complicated needs of families. Though a wide range of home visit programs and specific
applications exist, overall positive health or developmental outcomes for children prevail.
Cataldo (1987) focused on the decrease in isolation from establishing a sense of
caring. Overall Powell (1990) observed positive effects on the family.
Staff members gain insights about families by doing the following:
1. Gaining access to the conditions in which the family lives.
2. Discovering family values and beliefs.
3. Finding out about the social and material resources that are available to
support and the family.
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Since home visits occur in the family home, parents are likely to be more
communicative. Home visits foster trust and open communications. It engages
parents in their child's education.

Criticism
There are several criticisms of the home visitation program. McBride and
Peterson (1997) noted that 27% of professionals interviewed identified insufficient
training as a problem. Additionally, 47% cited family characteristics or problems in the
family-professional relationship as factors negatively affecting service delivery.
Andre et al., (1996) focused on the challenges of the time required to plan,
schedule, and conduct the visits. Other critical factors they presented included parent and
visitor presuppositions and parents' negative past experiences.
Safety issues i~ high-crime or isolated rural areas were another factor addressed
by Andre et al. (1996). A team visit or cell phone can lessen the risk factors.
Availability of parents was a barrier noted by Browne and Martin (1996). As
more families now have work schedule conflicts, flexible scheduling including some
evening or Saturday options may be required.

Guidelines
Establishing guidelines for the home visit provides structure. Preparedness allows
the visitor to focus on the family. The following proposed home visit plan offers points to
consider for optimum results.
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1. Plan the visit. Consider the purpose of the visit. Gather information regarding

the child and prepare any necessary forms. Prepare materials in advance if you
wish to share a brief activity with the child.
2. Schedule the visit. The time should be convenient for the family. Contact the
family one week prior to the visit by phone and follow-up with an
confirmation letter. In addition, a second phone call a day prior to the
scheduled visit should be made for confirmation purposes. Provide an
interpreter as needed. Respect family wishes if they do not choose to have a
home visit and offer an alternate site.
3. Go to the home. Ideally the visit occurs one to two weeks before school starts.
Be prompt and friendly.
4. Establish rapport. Make an effort to meet all family members in the home. Be
responsive ~nd sensitive to verbal and non-verbal (body language, tone of
voice) messages of each family member.
5. Convey a genuine interest and keep an open mind. Avoid assumptions.
Identify family strengths.
6. Conduct the planned activities. Engage the child in a short craft or story about
the upcoming school year, especially the first day's routine. Be flexible
according to the family's needs.
7. Review the activities. Gather necessary information. Offer question and
answer opportunities.
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8. Make announcements of school and community upcoming activities. Offer a
schedule of events for the school year. Focus on activities in which the family
expresses interest. Schedule an I.E.P. or an I.F.S.P. appointment.
9. Conclude the visit. Confirm the next meeting- an open house at school with
day and evening hours available the following week.
10. Evaluate yourself. Consider your preparedness, active listening skills,
dialoguing, family/child response, observations, and opportunities to improve.
11. Advocate for sharing resources. Facilitate any information or referrals sought
by the family to share (J. Weickhorst, personal communication, April 6, 2000)
(See Appendix A). Follow-up as indicated by family request. Call or send a
letter with necessary information.
12. Plan a second series of visits mid-year if possible. This offers opportunities to
view groW!h and development of the child and builds your liaison with the
family. It provides opportunities to engage the family in their child's
education.
This proposed home visit plan is based on suggestions from Andre et al (1996)
and my own professional insights as an experienced educator and program administrator.
Parent and professional collaboration has proven highly effective when properly planned
and implemented.
A mentor assists a new teacher with this process. Guidance and support is offered
in planning and implementing the visit. This may include teaming for several visits.
Additionally, it its important to be cognizant of the important point raised by
Akers et al. (1996). Their surveys indicate that 40% of a home visitor's time is devoted
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to integrating services for families. Thus, the home visitor needs a basic understanding of
community support services.
Kysela, Martin, McDonald, and Wheaton (1996) stressed the importance of
flexibility within a family-focused approach. Flexibility may relate to a myriad of issues
such as: time constraints, language barriers, cultural differences, limited education, and
system mistrust.
Prospective school activities offer a means of engaging parents and children. They
are designed to make them feel welcome as active partners in their child's education.
They offer a springboard for more dialogue and additional suggested activities. The
following activities are examples:
Prospective School Activities
1. Brown bag picnic at school playground or nearby park to let families get
acquainted .
2. School conference made more open and welcoming by considering:
accessibility, flexible scheduling, refreshments, free child care (Scout project,
local service group, retirees), transportation (if none)
3. Group picnic at end of year to share fun and ideas for summer involvement in
community
4. Communication system in place prior to school year, including, but not
limited to:
•

sharing notebook for child's book bag for parent/teacher
communications

•

resource area/packets at school - parents encouraged to contribute
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•

family friendly place at school - simple as bulletin board with news to

share or parent lounge where parent volunteers can work, table with
brochures, refreshments
•

opportunities for parent ideas, input, participation

•

parent discussion groups

A well-developed home visit requires planning, scheduling, open
communications, advocacy, and evaluation. It provides opportunities to enhance
communications, open educational options for the child, incorporate the parent's
expertise, and build a team approach with families. This team, if properly directed and
nurtured, has the ability to make a long-term impact on the child's education.
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CHAPTERIII
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, and RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The purpose of this study was to examine the value and problems of home visits
for families with children with special needs. The focus was to determine the support and
criticism for home visits. The questions addressed were:
1. What are the specific home visit needs of families with children with special
needs?
2. What can early childhood educators do to meet these needs?
3. What are the problems of home visits?
4. What are the guidelines that are needed to have an optimum home visit
program?
Specific' home ':'.isit needs of families with children with special needs include:
assessment of child and family needs, demonstration of effective intervention strategies
and application to education programs. In addition these needs involve creating
developmentally appropriate learning environments and materials to meet the needs of
children of atypical needs, collaboration for service delivery and design, and joint service
coordination with families (Linder, 1983).
The problems related to home visits are the following: time constraints, safety
issues, negative past experiences of the parents, presupposition of parents and visitors,
and insufficient professional training. These problems are further complicated by a lack
ofresources to initiate and maintain quality home-visit programs.
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Early childhood educators can meet these needs by seeking adequate resources for
program implementation, teaming and using cell phones for safety, using reflective
listening skills to help dispel past negative experiences, and being open to appreciating
each family's unique gifts. It is vitally important to understand the family strength-based
model.
The points enumerated in the guidelines section of this paper are necessary for an
optimum home visit program. The points focus on effective visit planning, knowledge of
community resources, familiarity with I.E.P and I.F.S.P. planning, and the flexibility to
address individual family needs.
Home visits offer an opportunity for unique insights into the child and family. The
professional is viewed as an advocate sufficiently interested in their child to visit their
home. It is an opportunity to gather information, initiate a bond with the child, form a
liaison with the family,_ and engage parents as leaders of their child's educational team.

Conclusion
Several conclusions can be drawn from the literature. They are as follows:
•

There is a need to integrate theory and best practice, focusing on the family
strength-based model rather than the traditional educator in charge. A team
approach is merited by current research as most effective.

•

It is important that the teacher act as a facilitator of the home visit and a guide

to resource or network needed family supports.
•

Parents should be respected and valued as the child's first, best teacher.
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•

Adequate resources need to be available to successfully implement a home
visitation program.

Well developed home visits, particularly in early childhood, pave the way to developing a
coordinated "team" of parent, child, and teacher. It opens doors to new opportunities. It
avails families of community resources and support. It empowers families and teachers as
advocates of maximizing children's educational opportunities.

Recommendations
Having completed the study, the following recommendations are suggested as a
means of improving the implementation and acceptance of team building through home
visits. They offer further opportunities for understanding and addressing the needs of
families and their children with special needs.
1. Further res~arch is recommended focusing on the specific impact of home
visits for families with children having special needs. This would be
especially relevant just prior to beginning kindergarten as a means of
gathering team building information.
2. Research is needed for finding additional resources to be allocated for home
visit implementation. Grants and pilot programs may be available if the value
is substantiated.
3. Role clarification for the team is significant as the philosophy has changed
dramatically in the last fifty years - from professionally controlled to family
guided. This clarifies the expectations of parents and teachers.
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THE ARC OF
BLACK HAWK COUNTY
CAN HELP You:
OF ~LACK HAWK COUNTY Ml~SION :

io-aava'nc"e tfzrougli a[[ resources'ifie
tdta['Ule{{-6eing, aignity, inaiviaua{
potentia[ ana rigfits ofpersons witfi
mental retardation ana refaterf
aisa6iuties ana-to foster tfie
prevention of menta[ retardation.

... WITH INFORMATION
Families raising a child with special needs can
often be overwhelmed by his special needs and
the many professionals that could suddenly be
part of their lives, The Arc can assist families to
effectively meet the challenges of bringing up a
child with mental retardation , The Arc can help to
find answers to questions about various disabilities, services in the community, adaptive toys,
equipment needs and how to navigate through
paperwork and funding sources, Families need to
know the value of protecting time to just be "mom
and dad". Cuddling, playing with and enjoying
your child are pleasant and rewarding activities
and he needs these, too.

PREVENTION
OF MENTAL RETARDATION
The Arc of Black Hawk County strives to
educate the community on precautions that can be
taken to prevent some of the causes of mental
retardation , including:
• Fetal Alcohol Syndrome and other alcohol
related birth defects.
• The effects of lead exposure and the
surprisingly common places lead is found .
• The importance of immunizations for
moms-to-be.
• Inadequate Folic Acid in the body before
conception linked to birth defects.

WITH SUPPORT
Arc/Black Hawk offer opportunities for parents
to meet other parents who have "been there" to
share the joys and frustrations of parenting a child
with special needs. Through meetings, "parent-toparent" contacts , programs and other activities,
parents can get acquainted, learn from and get
support from parents who have had similar
experiences.
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... THROUGH ADVOCACY
The Arc works to encourage appropriate, cost
effective, person centered services and supports
for persons with disabilities.
Individuals and families can request that an Arc
advocate help them to prepare for or to attend
with them stallings and other situations where
they might benefit from support and the experience of another person.
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... IN PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE
Will the services you or your child need to
become or continue to be as involved in life and
as independent as possible in adulthood be available? The Arc is concerneq about your child's
future today.
The Arc has been the catalyst behind efforts to
ensure that services, supports, health care
options, quality education and opportunities to live,
work and enjoy life in their community without discrimination are developed or continue to be provided.

THE ARC
OF BLACK HAWK COUNTY
Founded in 1955, and known for many years
as "The Association for Retarded Citizens of Black
Hawk County•, Arc/Black Hawk is a strong advocate voice for children and adults with mental
retardation and related disabilities in Black Hawk
County.
The Arc of Black Hawk county is affiliated with
the Arc of Iowa and the Arc·of the United States,
the nation's largest non-profit, volunteer organization devoted to improving the lives of individuals
and children with disabilities and their families .
Arc/Black Hawk County receives financial support from Cedar Valley United Way, memberships
and other donations .
The organization is volunteer driven in policy
and direction by a board of directors comprised
of self-advocates, family members and other interested members of the community.
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... EDUCATING YOUR COMMUNITY
Suppose your child would love to attend day
camp or participate in other recreation . A group
leader should be aware of your safety and medical
concerns, and understand that simplifying instructions and adapting some of the activities and
games would enable your child to participate more
fully and have a great camp experience. Arc staff
can help you with ideas for adaptations and to
approach the recreation director and/or staff.

)/ :
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USING THE NEW IDEA TO
SECURE A MEANINGFUL
ASSESSM~NT OF YOUR
CHILD'S DISABILITY

A vital issue for many parents ofchildren with disabilities is how t~ secure
a meaningful assessment of their child's disability. For example, the parents of
a child with learning disabilities are frequently less than satisfied by an AEA
. assessment ·that merely'- advises them whether or not their child is ~o years
behind his or her peers in math or reading. The parents of children with autism
or pervasive developmental disorders, the parents ofchildren with multiple
disabilities, and the parents of children with "behavior disorders"· frequently
voice -~e same concern.
Ifyou are a parent concerned about the quality of yoi:u- child's assessment,
there is something you can do. The new IDEA gives you the tools necessary to
help secure a meaningful assessment of your child's disability or disabilities.
This article will explain what some of those tools are-and how to use them to
··
advocate for your child.
Your first tool is your right to request a reevaluation of your child's
disability at any reasonable time. The so-called three-year evaluation must be
. conducted ''.at least once every 3 years." According to Section 1414(a)(2) ofthe.
new IDEA, however, it must also be conducted "if the child's parent or teacher·
requests a reevaluation." If you believe that "something is going on" with your ·
child that hasn't been adequately assessed., you should write to your local school
. district and request a reevaluation pursuant to Section 1414(a)(2) of the new
IDEA. Be sure to send a copy of your letter to your AEA and to keep a second
.
copy for your files.
Your second tool as an advocate for your child is your newly created right
to participate in the process of deciding what assessments will be conducted with
respect to your child. Pursuant to Section 1414(c) of the new IDEA, the IEP ·
team must meet to determine what data is needed to assess the child-and the
parents must be part of the team that makes that_determination.-For example,
if you suspect that your child might have difficulty with oral instructions, you
could specifically request data ·on that subject.
(Continued)
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While the new IDEA requires that the IEP team meet to make this determination every time
there is a reevaluation, as a practical matter, there are many obstacles to the widespread
implementation of this requirement. Accordingly, when you request a reevaluation, be sure to
specifically request that the IEP team meet to determine what data is needed to assess your child-an~ cite Section 1414(c) in your letter. Again, be sure to send a copy ofyour letter to your AEA and
to keep a second copy for your files.
Your third tool in securing a meaningful assessment of your child's disability is your right to
insist that the reevaluation comply with the requirements of the law. Among the requirements set forth
in the new ID EA are the following: Your child must be "assessed in all areas of suspected disability."
Also, the assessment must "provide relevant information that directly assists persons in determining
· [that] the educational needs of the child are provided."· In other words, it isn't enough to merely ·
identify that your child has a disability. The assessment must provide information that will assist iri
, .- meeting your child's educational needs.
·
·
·
··
.. . _
. Some advocates have been c6n~;med about

th~ s~-~ill~d ;;~on-categori~'.~ appi~~h ad9pted

~,.

in some AEAs. The new IDEA makes it very clear, however, that no school.district is required to place
a label on any child. Your concern shoiil.d not be the lack of a label, but the quality of the underlying
assessment. By emphasizing the assessment, you will greatly increase the efficacy of your advocacy. ~;
•'

.

-~....

..

.

.

Your fourtµ tool in securing a meaningful assessment ofyour child's disability is your right to
request a medical assessment if necessary. The new. IDEA doesn't require that the school district pay
for the costs of a doctor.:except when the medical services are "for diagnostic and evaluation
pmposes." In many or most cases, of course, a diagnostic medical evaluation will be covered by other
funding sources, but, ifit is not, be sure t~ request that any needed medical assessment be provided.
Under the new IDEA, no child who needs a medical assessment of a suspected disability should be
denied that assessment because his parents lack the ability to pay for it.
'

.

There are other tools. of great importance in this area-including your right t~ ~equest iin
independent educational evaluation if you disagree with the AEA' s assessment and your right to
secure written notice of the reasons why any of your requests have been refused. If you have any
questions regarding any of these rights, be sure to call your local Parent Educator for advice--or one
ofP & A's educational advocates.
·One final word of caution: With rights come responsibilities. Ifyou assertyour right to be part
of an IEP meeting to determine the data needed for an e~aluation or reevaluation of your child, come
prepared. Talk to other parents, get advice. from your family doctor, call your local advocacy
organization. Get the information you need to be a real partner in the process.

For additional infonnation, contact:
Iowa Protection & Advocacy Services, Inc. •
3015 Merle Hay Road, Suite 6
Des Moines, IA 50310
(51S) 278-2502, 800-779-2502, (515) 278-0571 (TTY)
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Parents of children with disabilities have a vital role

educational program decisions for your child).
Your consent is voluntary and may be withdrawn
at anytime.

to play in the education of their children. This fact is

guaranteed by federal legislation that specifies the
right of parents to participate in the educational
decision-making process. As your child progresses
through educational systems, you should know about
and follow through on your rights and responsibilities
to ensure that you are a contributing partner with the
professionals who will inffuence your child's future.

What Are Your Rights in
the Special Education
Process?
The achievements gained under the Education for
the Handicapped Act (Public Law 94-142) and the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)
(Public Law IO1-476) were clearly strengthened
by the IDEA Amendments of 1997 (Public Law
I05-17). A fundamental provision of these special
education laws is the ,right of parents to participate
in the educational decision-maki_ng process. Your
rights, more specifically, include the following:

•

You may obtain an independent evaluation if you
disagree with the outcome of the school's
evaluation.

•

You may request a reevaluation if you think your
child's current educational placement is no longer
appropriate. The school must reevaluate your
child at least every three years, but your child's
educational program must be reviewed at least
once during each calendar year.

•

You may have your child tested for special education needs in the language he or she knows best
For example, if your child's primary language is
Spanish, he or she must be tested in Spanish.
Also, students who are hearing impaired have
the right to an interpreter during the testing.

•

You may review all of your child's records and obtain copies of these records, but the school may
charge you a reasonable fee for making copies.
Only you, as parents, and those persons directly
involved in the education of your child will be
given access to personal records. If you feel that
any of the information in your child's records is
inaccurate, misleading, or violates the privacy or
other rights of your child, you may request that
the information be changed. If the school refuses
your request, you have the right to request a
hearing to challenge the questionable information
in your child's records; you may also file a complaint with your state education agency.

•

Your child is entitled to o free, appropriate public
education (meaning it is at no cost to you as
parents and it meets the unique educational
needs of your child).

•

You will be notified whenever the school wishes
to evaluate your child for potential speda/
education needs, wants to change your child's
educational placement, or refuses your request
for an evaluation or a change in placement

•

You may request an evaluation if you think your
child needs special education or related
services.

•

You should be asked by your school to provide
"informed consent" (meaning you understand
and agree in writing to the evaluation and

•

•

You must be fully informed by the school about all

of the rights provided to you and your child under
the law.

You may participate in the development of your
child's Individualized Education Program (IEP) or, in
the case of a child younger than four years old, the
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development of an Individualized Family Service Plan
(IFSP). The IEP and IFSP are written statements of
the educational program designed to meet your
child's unique needs. The school must make every
possible effort to notify you of the IEP or IFSP
meeting and to arrange the meeting at a time and
place that is convenient for both you and the
school.
•

•

Develop.a partnership with the school and share
relevant information about your child's education
and development

•

Ask for clarif,cation of any aspect of the program
that is unclear to you.

•

Make sure you understand the program specif,ed in the IEP or IFSP before agreeing to it or
signing the form. Take the IEP or IFSP form
home so you can review it before you sign it.
You have 10 school days in which to make a
decision.

•

Consider and discuss with your child's teacher
how your child might be included in the regular
school activities program. Do not forget areas
such as lunch, recess, art, music, and physical
education.

•

Monitor your child's progress and periodically ask
for a report If your child is not progressing,
discuss this with the teacher and determine
whether the program should be modified.

•

Discuss with the school any problems that occur
with your child's assessment, placement, ar educational program. If you are uncertain about
how to resolve a problem, you can tum to the
advocacy agencies found in most states for the
guidance you need to pursue your case.

•

Keep records. There may be many questions
and comments about your child that you will
want to discuss, as well as meetings and phone
conversations you will want to remember.

•

Join a parent organization. In addition to giving
parents an opportunity to share knowledge
and gain support, a parent group can be an
effective force on behalf of your child.

You may participate in all lEP or IFSP team deci-

sions, including placement
•

You may request an IEP or IFSP meeting at any time
during the school year.

•

You may have your child educated in the least

restrictive school setting possible. The school should
make every effort to develop an educational program that will provide your child with the services
and supports needed in order to be taught with
children who do not have disabilities.
•

•

You may request a.due process hearing or voluntary
mediation to resolve differences with the school
that can't be resolved informally. Make your
request in writing, date your request, and keep a
copy for your records.
You shoulc/ be kept informed about your child's
progress at least as often as parents of children
who do not have disabilities.

What Are Your
Responsibilities in the
Special Education Process?
Parental responsibilities can vary depending on
factors such as the child's disabling condition. As
a result, parental responsibilities are less clearly defined
than are parental rights. However, some of the
following suggestions may be helpful to ensure that
your child's rights are being protected:
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How Can You Become
Involved in the IEP or
IFSP Process?
Parents of children with disabilities should be involved in the IEP or IFSP process as much as they
want to be and as much as they can .be. The
following suggestions can help parents become
more involved:

•

Before attending an IEP or IFSP meeting, make a
list of things you want your child to learn.

•

Bring any information that the school or agency
may not already have to the IEP or IFSP meeting.
This could include copies of medical records,
past school records, and test and medical
evaluation results. You can also discuss real-life
examples to demonstrate your child's abilities
in certain areas.

•

Discuss any related services your child may need.
Ask each professional to des5=ribe the kind of
service he or she will be providing and what
imp~veme'nt you might expect to see in your
child as a result of these services.

•

Discuss methods for handling discipline problems
that you know are effective with your child.

•

Ask what you can do at home to support the
program.

•

Regard your child's education as a cooperative
effort. If you and the school cannot reach an
agreement about your child's educational and
developmental needs, ask to have another
meeting with the school. Allow time for you
and the school to gather more information. If,
after a second meeting, there is still a cbnflict
over your child's program, you may wish to ask
for a state mediator or a due process hearing.

Where Can You Get
More Information?
Many organizations have information to help guide
parents through the special education process. Your
local school district's director of special education and
his or her staff can help you obtain such information
and can guide you through the process. Further
resources are available from national organizations.
Some of them have state and local chapters that can
provide more locally based support. In addition, all
states now have federally supported parent information and training centers. The contacts listed below may
be able to help you locate such a center in your state:
ERIC Clearinghouse on Disabilities and Gifted
Education
The Council for Exceptional Children (CEC)
I920 Association Drive
Reston, VA 20191
Toll Free: 800-328--0272
Phone:703-264-9474
E-mail: ericec@cec.sped.org
Web: http://www.cec.sped.org/ ericec.htm
National Information Center for Children and Youth
with Disabilities (NICHCY)
P.O. Box 1492
Washington, DC 20013-1492
Toll Free: 800-695--0285 (voice/TTY)
Phone: 202-884-8200 (voice/TTY)
E-mail: nichcy@aed.org
Web: http://www.nichcy.org

Sources
The following references were being processed for
the ERIC database at the time this brochure went
to press. To find out their ERIC document numbers
and ordering information, call ACCESS ERIC at
1-800-LET-ERIC (538-3742).
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The Council for Exceptional Children, Public Policy Unit
1998. IDEA I 997: Let's Make ft Work. Reston, VA-.
Author. EC 306 195.
Kupper, L, ed. 1998. "The IDEA Amendments of
1997." NICHCY News Digest 26 (Revised edition).
EC 306 507. [http://www.nichcy.org/pubs/
newsdig/nd26.htm]
National Information Center for Children and Youth
with Disabilities. 1997. "Individualized Education
Programs (IEPs)." NICHCY Brief,ng Paper. Third
edition. Washington, DC: Author. EC 303 006.
[http://www.nichcy.org/pubs/otherpub/lg2txt.htm]
Tumbull, H. R., and A P. Tumbull. 1998. Free Appropriate
Public Education: The Law and Children With Disabilities.
Fifth edition. Denver, CO: Love. EC 306 365.

This and other Parent Brochures are.available online on
the ERIC systemwide Web site (http://www.aspensys.
com/eric/resources/parent/parent.html). You can call
ACCESS ERIC at 1-800-LET-ERIC (5311-3742) for
additional free printed copies of this brochure while
supplies last.
This brochure is based on the 1998 ERIC Digest Rights and
Responsibilities o( Parents o( Children with Disabilities written by
Bernadette Knoblauch for the ERIC Clearinghouse on Disabilities
and Gifted Education. This publication was prepared by ACCESS
ERIC with funding from the Educational Resources Information
Center, National Library of Education, Office of Educational Research and Improvement, U.S. Department of Education, under
Contract No. RK9518800I. The opinions expressed in this brochure do not necessarily reflect the positions or policies of the
U.S. Department of Education. This brochure is in the public domain.
ALIID?rization to reproduce it in whole or in part is granted.
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DIGEST

Parenting a Child with
Special Needs: A Guide to
Reading and Resources
When parents learn chat their child has a
disabilicy or a chronic illness, they begin a
journey chat cakes chem into a life chat is often
filled with scrong emocion, difficult choices,
interactions wich many different professionals
and specialists, and an ongoing need for information and services,. .l!iitially, parents may
feel isolated and alone;-and not know where
co begin their search for information, assis• cance, understanding, and support. This News
Digest has been developed expressly co respond co the information needs of parentsthose who have just learned their child has
special needs and chose who have lived with
this reality for some time but who have
reached a transition point where they need
new information or renewed support. This
issue provides a starting point for families
in their search for information and resources.
We hope chat it will also be useful co professionals who work with families who have a
child with a disability, helping them co underscand how having a child with a disability can
affect the family and providing them with a
ready resource co share with the parents with
whom they work.

In che fim article, "You Are Noc Alone,"
Pacey McGill Smith speaks candidly co parents
about the emotions chat many parents of exceptional children experience and offers a perspective for living and coping with the impact
of disability upon the family. The second article, "The Unplanned Journey," delves into
the areas in which parents and families ofcenneed information and offers suggestions about
pocencial resources. Included in this article
are discussions of such issues as: adjusting
co this new life, accessing informacion and
services, supporting the needs of the family,
finding child care, addressing financial concerns,
working with professionals, and planning for
the future. This .Vews Digest concludes with
an extensive bibliography of print resources
organized around these critical issues, as well
as a list of print resources on specific disabilicies.
Organizations that can provide families wich
addicional information, support, or referral
are also listed.
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You Are Not Alone: For Parents "\Vhen They Learn
That Their Child Has A Disability
by Patricia McGill Smith
Executive Director
National Parent Network on Disabilities
If you have recently learned that your dt'1lial-"This cannot be happening co me, the worst. Memories return of persons
child is developmentally delayed or has
co my child, co our family." Denial rapidly with disabilities one has known. Somea disability (which may or may not be
merges with anger, which may be directed times there is guile over some slight comcompletely defined), chis message may
coward the medical personnel who were
mitted years before coward a person with
be for you. It is written from the person- involved in providing the information
a disability. There is also fear of society's
al perspective of a parent who has shared about the child's problem. Anger can also rejection, fears about how brothers and
this experience and all chat goes with it.
color communication between husband
sisters will be affected, questions as to
When parents learn about any difficulty and wife or with grandparents or signifi- whether there will be any more brothers
or problem in their child's development, cant ochers in the family. Early on, it
or sisters in this family, and concerns
this information comes as a tremendous
seems chac the anger is so incense chat
about whether the husband or wife will
blow. The day my child was diagnosed
it couches almost anyone, because it is
love chis child. These fears can almost
as having a disability, I was devastated- triggered by the feelings of grief and inimmobilize some parents.
and so confused that I recall little else
explicable loss chat one does not know
Then there is guilt-guilt and concern
about those first days ocher than the
how to explain or deal with.
about whether the parents themselves
heartbreak. Another parent
have caused the problem:
described this event as a
"Did I do something to cause
"Don't be afraid to ask questiop,s, because this? Am I being punished
''.black sack" being pulled
down over her head, \>locking asking questions will be your first step for something have done?
her ability to hear, see, and
in beginning to understand more about Did I take care of myself
chink in normal ways. Another your child."
when I was pregnant? Did
parent described the trauma
my wife cake good enough
as "having a knife stuck" in
care of herself when she was
pregnant?" For myself, I remember
her heart. Perhaps these descriptions
Fear is another immediate response.
seem a bit dramatic, yet it has been my · People often fear the unknown more
thinking chat surely my daughter had
experience chat they may not sufficiently than they fear the known. Having the
slipped from the bed when she was very
describe the many emotions chat flood
complete diagnosis and some knowledge young and hie her head, or that perhaps
parents' minds and hearts when they
one of her brothers or sisters had inadof the child's future prospects can be
vertently let her drop and didn't cell
receive any bad news about their child.
easier than uncertainty. In either case,
Many things can be done co help your- however, fear of the future is a common
me. Much self-reproach and remorse
self through chis period of trauma. That
can seem from questioning the causes
emotion: "What is going co happen co
is what chis paper is all about. In order co this child when he is five years old, when of the disability.
Guile feelings may also be manifested
calk about some of the good things chat
he is twelve, when he is twenty-one?
can happen co alleviate the anxiety, lee
in spiritual and religious interpretations
What is going to happen to chis child
us first cake a look at some of the reactions when I am gone?" Then other questions of blame and punishment. When they
cry, "Why me?" or "Why my child?",
chat occur.
arise: "Will he ever learn? Will he ever
many parents are also saying, "Why has
go to college? Will he or she have the
capability of loving and living and laugh- God done this co me?" How often have
Common Reactions
we raised our eyes co heaven and asked:
ing and doing all the things chat we had
"What did I ever do to deserve this?"
On learning chat their child may have planned?"
One young mother said, "I feel so guilty
a disability, most parents react in ways
Ocher unknowns also inspire fear.
because all mv life I had never had a
chat have been shared by all parents beParents fear that the child's condition
hardship and ~ow God has decided co
fore chem who have also been faced with will be the very worse it possibly could
give me a hardship."
chis disappointment and this enormous
be. Over the years, I have spoken with
challenge. One of the first reactions is
so many parents who said that their first
thoughts were totally bleak. One expects
NICHCY Ntvs Digm 20
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Confusion also marks chis traumatic
period. As a result of not fully underscanding what is happening and what
will happen, confusion reveals itself in
sleeplessness, inability co make decisions, and mental overload. In the midst
of such trauma, information can seem
garbled and distorted. You hear new words
chat you never heard before, terms chat
describe something chat you cannot understand. You want to find out what it is all
about, yet it seems chat you cannot make
sense of all the information you are receiving. Often parents are just not on the
same wavelength as the person who is
crying co communicate with chem about
their child's disability.
Powerlessness co change what is happening is very difficult co accept. You cannot
change the fact that your child has a disability, yet parents wane to feel competent
and capable of handling their own life
situations. Jc is extremely hard to be
forced to rely on the judgments, opinions, and recommendations of others.
Compounding the problem is that these
others are often strangers with whom no.
bond of crust has yet bee!! estabiished.
Disappointment chat a child is not perfect poses a threat co many parents' e·gos
and a challenge to their.value system.
This jolt to previous expectations can
create reluctance co accept one's child
as a valuable, developing person.
Refection is another reaction chat parents
experience. Rejection can be directed
coward the child or coward the medical
personnel or coward ocher family members.
One of the more serious forms of rejection, and not chat uncommon, is a "death
wish" for the child-a feeling that many
parents report at their deepest points
of depression.
During chis period of time when so
many different feelings can flood the
mind and heart, there is no way to measure how intensely a parent may experience chis constellation of emotions. Noc
all parents go through these stages, but
ic is important for parents to identify
with all of the potentially troublesome
feelings that can arise, so chat they will
know chat they are not alone. There are
many constructive actions that you can
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cake immediately, and there are many
sources of help, communication. and
reassurance.
Seek the Assistance
of Another Parent

There was a parent who helped me.
Twenty-two hours after my own child's
diagnosis, he made a sracement chat I have
never forgotten: "You may not realize it
today, but there may come a time in your
life when you will find chat having a
daughter with a disability is a blessing."
I can remember being puzzled by these
words, which were nonetheless an invaluable gift that lie the first light of hope
for me. This parent spoke of hope for the
future. He assured me chat there would
be programs, there wou Id be progress,
and there would be help of many kinds
and from many sources. And he was the
father of a boy with mental retardation.
My first recommendation is co cry to
find another parent of a child wich a disability, preferably one who has chosen
co be a parent helper, and seek his or her
assistance. All over che United States and
over the world, there are Parenc-HelpingParent Programs. The National Information Center for Children and Youth with
Disabilities (NJCHCY) has listings of
parent groups chat will reach out and help
you. If you cannot find your local parent
organization, write to NJCHCY co get
that local information.
Talk with Your Mate, Family,
and Significant Others

Over the years, I have discovered chat
many parents don't communicate their
feelings regarding the problems their
children have. One spouse is often concerned about not being a source of screngch
for che other mace. The more couples
can communicate at difficult times like
these, the greater their collective
strength. Underscand chat you each approach your roles as parents differently.
How you will feel and respond co chis
new challenge may not the same. Try
to explain co each ocher how you feel;
cry to understand when you don't see
things che same way.
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If there are ocher children, talk with
them, coo. Be aware of their needs. If
you are not emotionally capable of talking with your children or seeing co their
emotional needs at chis time, identify
others within your family structure who
can establish a special communicative
bond with chem. Talk with significant
ochers in your life-your best friend,
your own parents. For many people,
the temptation to close up emotionally
is great ac chis point, but it can be so
beneficial co have reliable friends and
relatives who can help to carry the emotional burden.
Rely on Positive Sources in Your Life

One positive source of strength and
wisdom might be your minister, priest,
or rabbi. Another may be a good friend
or a counselor. Go to those who have
been a strength before in your life. Find
the new sources that you need now.
A very fine counselor once gave me a
recipe for living ch rough a crisis: "Each
morning, when you arise, recognize your
powerlessness over the situation at hancf,
cum chis problem over co God, as you
understand Him, and begin your day."
Whenever your feelings arc painful,
you must reach out and contact someone.
Call or write or gee into your car and contact a real person who will talk with you
and share chat pain. Pain divided is not
nearly so hard to bear as is pain in isolation. Sometimes professional counseling
is warranted; if you feel chat chis might
help you, do not be reluctant to seek
this avenue of assistance.
Take One Day at a Time

Fears of che future can immobilize
one. Living with the reality of the day
which is ac hand is made more manageable if we throw out the "what ifs"
and "whac then 's" of the future. Even
though it may not seem possible, good
things will continue to happen each day.
Worrying about the future will only deplete your limited resources. You have
enough to focus on; get through each
day, one seep at a cime.
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Learn the Terminology
When you are introduced co new terminology, you should not be hesitant co
ask what it means. Whenever someone
uses a word that you don't understand,
stop the conversation for a minute and
ask the person to explain the word.
Seek Information
Some parents seek virtually "cons" of
information; others are not so persistent.
The important thing is chat you request
accurate information. Don't be afraid to
ask questions, because asking questions
will be your first step in beginning to
understand more about your child.
Learning how to formulate questions
is an arc chat will make life a lot easier
for you in the future. A good method
is to write down your questions before
entering appointments or meetings, and
co write down further questions as you
think of them during the meeting. Get
written copies of all documentation_ from
physicians, teachers, and therapists regarding your child. It /s a good idea co
buy a three-ring notebook in which to
save all information that is given Co you.
In the future, there will be many uses
for information that you have recorded
and filed; keep it in a safe place. Again,
remember always to ask for copies of
evaluations, diagnostic reporcs, and progress
reports. If you are not a naturally organized person, just get a box and throw
all the paperwork in it. Then when you
really need ic, it will be there.
Do Not Be Intimidated
Many parents feel inadequate in the
presence of people from the medical or
educational professions because of their
credentials and, sometimes, because of
their professional manner. Do not be intimidated by the educational backgrounds
of these and other personnel who may
be involved in treating or helping your
child. You do not have co apologize for
wanting to know what is occurring. Do
not be concerned that you are being a
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bother or are asking coo many questions.
Remember, this is your child, and the
situation has a profound effect on your
life and on your child's future. Therefore, it is important that you learn as
much as you can about your situation.
Do Not Be Afraid to Show Emotion
So many parents, especially dads,
repress their emotions because they
believe it to be a sign of weakness to
lee people know how they are feeling.
The strongest fathers of children with
disabilities whom I know are not afraid
co show their emotions. They understand chat revealing feelings does not
diminish one's strength.
Learn to Deal with Natural Feelings
of Bitterness and Anger
Feelings of bitterness and anger are
inevitable when you realize that you
muse revise the hopes and dreams you
originally had for your child. It is very
valuable co re_cognize your anger and co
leariiro lee go of ic. You may need outside help co do chis. It may not feel like
it, but life will gee better and the day
will come when you will feel positive
again. By acknowledging and working
through your negative feelings, you will
be better equipped to meet new challenges, and bitterness and anger will no
longer drain your energies and initiative.
Maintain a Positive Outlook
A positive attitude will be one of your
genuinely valuable tools for dealing with
problems. There is, truly, always a positive side co whatever is occurring. For
example, when my child was found co
have a disability, one of the ocher things
pointed out co me was chat she was a very
healthy child. She still is. The face that
she has had no physical impairments has
been a great bles.sing over the years; she
has been the healthiest child I have ever
raised. Focusing on the positives diminishes the negatives and makes life easier
co deal with.
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Keep in Touch with Reality
To stay in couch with reality is to accept
life the way it is. To stay in touch with
reality is also co recognize that there are
some things chat we can change and ocher
things chat we cannot change. The cask
for all of us is learning which things we
can change and then sec about doing that
Remember That Time
Is on Your Side
Time heals many wounds. This does
not mean chat living with and raising a
child who has problems will be easy, but
it is fair co say chat, as time passes, a great
deal can be done to alleviate the problem.
Therefore, time does help!
Find Programs for Your Child
Even for those living in isolated areas
of the country, assistance is available to
help you with whatever problems you are
having. NICHCY's State Rtsoura Sheets
list contact persons who can.help you
gee started in gaining "the information
and assistance you need. While finding
programs for your child with a disability,
keep in mind that programs are also
available for the rest of your family.
Take Care of Yourself
In times of stress, each person reacts
in his or her own way. A few universal
recommendations may help: Get sufficient rest; eat as well as you can; cake
time for yourself; reach out to others
for emotional support.
Avoid Pity
Self-pity, the experience of pity from
ochers, or pity for your child is actually
disabling. Pity is not what is needed.
Empathy, which is the ability to feel
with another person, is the attitude to
be encouraged.
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Decide How to Deal With Others

Remember That This is Your Child

During this period, you may feel saddened by or angry about the way people
are reacting to you or your child. Many
people's reactions to serious problems
are caused by a lack of understanding,
simply not knowing what to say, or fear
of the unknown. Understand that many
people don't know how to behave when
they see a child with differences, and
they may react inappropriately. Think
about and decide how you want to deal
with scares-or questions. Try not co use
too much energy being concerned about
people who are not able to respond in
ways you might prefer.

This person is your child, first and
foremost. Gramed, your child's development may be different from chat of other
children, but this does not make your
child less valuable, less human, less important, or in less need of your love and
parenting. Love and enjoy your child.
The child comes first; the disability comes
second. If you can relax and take the
positive steps just outlined, one at a time,
you will do the best you can, your child
will benefit, and you can look forward
to the future with hope.

Keep Daily Routines

The feeling of isolation at the time
of diagnosis is almost universal among
parents. In this article, there are many
recommendations to help you handle
feelings of separateness and isolation.
It helps to know that these feelings have
been experienced by many, many others, that understanding and constructive
help are available to you and your child,
an·a that you are not alone.

as Nonna! as Possible

My mother once told me, "When a
problem arises and you don't know what
to do, then you do whatever it was that
you were going to do anyway." Practicing this habit seems to produce some
normalcy and consistency when life
becomes hectic.

Recognize That You Are Not Alone

Patricia J/cGi/1 Smith bri/lgs n111ch
perso/lal and professional experience
to the J/ational parmt and disabilifV
mr1t·eme11t. She is currently the Exe;11tit'e Director of the Natio11al Parent
NetM-ork 011 Disabilities. She has
served as the Acti/lg Assistant and
Dep11ty Assistant Secretary in the
Office of Special Educatio/1 and
Rehabilitatit·e Sm:ices, in the U.S.
Department of Ed11catio/l. She has
also ser.:ed as the Deputy Director
ofN/CHCY, where she wrote and
first published You Are Not Alone.
She has travelled to almost every corner of the United States, as well as
intemationally, to share her hope and
experience with families who lzaue a
member with a disability.
Ms. Smith has seven adult children,
the youngest of whom has multiple
disabilities. Size also has a seven year
old adopted grandson who has Down
syndrome.

The Unplanned Journey:
When You Learn That Your Child Has a Disability
by Carole Brown, Samara Goodman, and Lisa Kapper
The birth of a child with a disability,
or the discovery that a child has a disability,
can have profound effects on the family.
In "You are Not Alone," the first article
in this News Digest, Patty McGill Smith
offers the insights that she and others have
gained through their own experience of
having a child with a disability-the emotions they have had, the supports they
have found, both within themselves and
within their communities, and the means
they have discovered of adapting to and
living with the impact of disability upon
the family. In this article, we will provide additional information to support
the life cycle, health, and well-being
of the family when a member has a
F,bruan /997

disability. Knowledge is empowering,
when a child.has a disability. Researchers
often base their findings on group datawhat happens to the majority of people
in a circumstance. However, what might
be "true" in a research sense may not be
at all true for your family. For example,
many years ago Carmen Ramirez and her
husband, parents of a young child with a
disability, decided not to speak in Span•
ish with their son, based upon research
that advised against a bilingual approach
when a child has a disability. Today Carmen regrets that decision; her son is now
at a disadvantage within his own family,
where Spanish is a primary language for
many members.'
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Therefore, while we hope this article
will guide you to sources that are helpful, take from our discussion only what
you need.

The Journey
Growth is endless and our lives change
and change us beyond anticipation.
I do not forget the pain-it aches in a
particular way wizen / look at Jessy's
friends (her paid companions), some of
them just her age, and allow myselffor
a moment to think of all size cannot be.
But we cannot sift experience and take
on~v the part that does not hurt us. i
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No parent wants his or her child to be
sick, disabled, or harmed in any way. It is
not an experience anyone expects to have;
rather, it is a journey that is unplanned.
The terrain families must travel is often
rough in places. The stress families may
experience because of their child's disability may be the most difficult of their
lives and often affects important aspects
of family functioning.l And yet, the
majority of families are able to find the
strength within themselves and among
their circles of support to adapt to and
handle the stress and challenges that
may accompany their child's illness or
disability.
Many parents have described the progression-and pendulum-of feelings
they experienced upon learning that their
child has an illness or a disability. Patty
McGill Smith touched upon many of these
emotions in her article-shock, denial,
grief, guilt, anger, confusion. Nor all parents will experience all of these emotions.'
Some families feel that they experience
no more greater sorrow than any other
person, whilc·ochcrs feel a sense of sorrow
that is never completely rcsolvcd. 5 Still
others feel that these reactions arc not
necessarily experienced scquentiaily
but may, in face, occur repeatedly, precipitated by various life crises and turning points.• Usually the first crisis is when
a child is initially identified as having a
disability. Other crises may occur during
times of transition, such as (a) at schoolentry age, (b) during adolescence, (c)
when leaving school, and (d) when
parents grow older.7
The type of emotions parents experience, as intense and overwhelming as they
may be, are also normal and acceptable.
Parent Rhonda Krahl writes that "these
feelings and ochers arc a necessary part
of the adjustment process. "8 However,
through whatever means of adjustment
each parent finds-and these will vary
from person to person-stability docs
return, both to the individual and to the
family. Tobi Levin points out, "Most parents eventually go from asking 'why'
co 'what do I do now/"' 9 At chis point,
parents may begin to search for needed
information. Many parents also report
feelings of personal growth chat are
Nlr:llr:Y N,.,, n;.,<1 ZO

often, in retrospect, astounding to them.
One mother, describing the first two years
of life after the birth of a child with spina
bifida, said:
I can 110w admit that having laura is
mostly a blessing... much of the experience has been positive, challenging, and
rewarding, and I h(lve grown as a person in wa-ys I may not have m·ithout
lur... ln fact, the past two years have
changed me for the better in just about
er:ery way. Nevertheless, I still don't
want to be the mother of a handicapped
child. But I am laura's mother, I love
her deeply, and that makes all the
difference.••
Taken together, the many suggestions
and insights offered by parents who have
lived for years with the experience of disability in the family can provide parents
who are new to the experience with much
guidance and support. The remainder of
this article will outline many of the ways
chat parents have helped themselves and
those they love adjust to living with an~
caring for a child with special needs.

Accessing Information
and Services
One of the first things you can do that
may prove enormously helpful, now and
in the future, is to collect informationinformation about your child's disability,
about the services that arc available, and
about the specific things you can do to
help your child develop to the fullest
extent possible. Collecting and using the
information available on disability issues
is a critical part of being a parent of a
special needs child. Fortunately, there
is a great deal of information available
on many disabilities and many disability
issues. Parents often report, however,
that at first they did not know where
to begin searching for the information
they needed.
Joining a Group

Much of the information chat will be
helpful to you is in the hands, heads, and
hearts of other parents like yourselves.
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For chis reason, it is worthwhile co join a
parent's group, which can offer you the
opportunity to meet ocher people with
children who have disabilities. Some
groups are organized around one particular disability (e.g., cerebral palsy,
Tourette syndrome, Down syndrome),
while ocher groups draw together parents
who, irrespective of the disabilities of
their children, have similar concerns,
such as daycare, transportation, coping,
or finding out about and supporting special education in their community. Within each of these groups, information,
emotional and practical support, and
common concerns can be shared. The
power of this mutual sharing to combat
feelings of isolation, confusion, and
stress is a consistent thread running
throughout the literature written by and
for parents.
I belonged to [a] group of moms and
from them came the reassurance that I
was going to be oka-y ... Hen I could let
it all hang out. We talked about resent·ment at mismanaged pregnancies and
birthings;frustration with case managers that didn't manage, doctors who
didn't listen, and spouses who didn't
help. This was a safe place to express
my feelings when the listener would
really understand and wouldn't think
I was ''falling apart" or "still griroing" or "not handling it too well."
We laughed together. We cried together.
Even though our children had different
disabilities, we wen alike: Alike in
our anger, alike in ourfear, alike in
ourhope. 11
There arc many ways to identify a
parent group in your area, including asking your family doctor, calling a local
school, contacting the state or local
parent training and information (PTI)
center, and looking in the telephone
directory. NICHCY's A Parent's Guide
to Accessing Parent Groups describes a
process for finding (or starting) a group
suited to your particular interests and
needs; NICHCY also makes available a
State Resource Sheet for each state, which
provides information about parent groups
within chest.ate.
Feon,ar,/997
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Reading Books Written
For and By Parents

and the process of obtaining the services,
it becomes essential for families to be
informed about their legal rights. Many
You may also find it worthwhile to
of the guides listed in the references and
read many of the excellent books that
resource section of this Sews Digest
are available on disabi,liry issues. A good
provide overviews and guidance in relastarting point for identifying the book or
tion to the legal and educational rights
books most suited to your family's needs
of children and youth with disabilities.
is A &ader's Guide for Parents of Children
For a quick read on the core of federal
with ,Uental, Physical, or Emotional Dislaws governing the educational rights
abilities by Cory Moore, which includes
of children and youth with disabilities,
annotated descriptions of more than
NICHCY offers The Ed11catio11 of Children
1,000 books and articles on disabilities.'!
and Youth with Special Needs: What Do the
Although this book is currently out of
Laws Say? and Questions and Answers
print, you may be able to find a copy
Aboutthe IDEA.
in your local library, a parent resource
Typically, there are many services
room, or the lending library of a local
available within communities, districts,
chapter of many different disability groups.
and states to assist you in meeting the
A new version of the book-The Specialneeds of your child with disabilities and
Needs Reading List: An Annotated Guide to
your family. For families with a young
the Best Publications for Parents and Prochild-birth through the third birthdayfessiona/s13-is scheduled for
with disabilities, it may be
release mid-year I997. In the
critically important to access
"Typically, there are many services avail- early intervention services,
meantime, there are many
shorter bibliographies available within communities, districts, and which arc designed to identiable. Worthwhile suggestions states _to assist you in meeting· the needs
fy and treat developmental
for readi_ng can comc·as~II
prQ!?lems as early as possible.
of
your
child
with
disabilities
and
your
from talking to a local librariFor school-aged children with
family."
an, your child's teacher, or
disabilities, special education
other involved professional;
and related servicts can be imcontacting a national, state, or
portant factors in addressing a
comprehensively and in-depth at one
local disability group; talking to other
child's educational needs.
disability. Typically, these books describe
parents of children with disabilities;
Early inten:ention services. Early
the disability, discuss the family's adjust-. intervention services are designed to ador by contacting NICHCY.
ment, identify medical issues, provide
You may also wish to obtain infordress the needs of infants and toddlers
guidance about dealing with medical
mation about your child's disability and
with disabilities as early as possible and,
practitioners and developing appropriate as such, can range from feeding support
other medical issues, such as how to
choose a doctor and obtain needed medi- therapy programs, discuss daily life, defrom a nutritionist in a hospital to develcal services. NICHCY's Parent's Guide to scribe how a child with that disability
oping a complete physical therapy promight be expected to develop, and adDoctors, Disabilities, and the Family is a
gram for an infant with cerebral palsy:
dress educational implications and legal
However, these services are not just for
useful beginning point, for it contains
issues. Ashort list of such books, organized the child with special needs. When frammany suggestions for finding and interacting with doctors when there is a child by specific disabilities, is provided in the ing the law describing early intervention
resource section of this News Digest.
with a disability involved.
services, Congress recognized that famiMany children, however, have problies are central in a young child's life.
Therefore, the family's priorities, conlems that are difficult to diagnose. Parents Accessing Senices
may be told, "It's nothing and will go
cerns, and resources have become the
foundation for planning services for inThe search for available services is a
away. You're overreacting. It's a stage.""
fants and toddlers with disabilities. The
These parents "will need stamina, patichallenge for families and one that conence, and unusual resources to find out
tinues as the child's needs change. Most plan that is developed through this process is called an Individualized Family
what is wrong with their child. That label of these services are made available beService Plan (IFSP).
may not come easily, but if parents don't cause of legislation at the federal and
pursue it, most likely no one else will.",; state levels. Because a core of laws affects
Parents, too, can benefit from early
intervention services; as full members
If you are having trouble obtaining a
the services that are available, how and
of the team developing the program for
diagnosis for your child, one mother who
to whom those services are provided,
t: ,.J.-, ..-
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searched for years for a diagnosis of her
son's condition recommends that you:
• keep accurate records that can provide a clue to the problem;
• talk to others (nurses, doctors, teachers, pharmacists, parent groups, local
medical board) who may be able to
offer valuable information, leads, or
assistance;
• research the problem on your own,
through reading books and articles,
conducting computer searches, and
utilizing interlibrary loan materials;
and
• trust your own observations and evaluate new information based upon
your own knowledge of the child. 1•
For those who have an early, accurate
diagnosis of their child's disability, the
search for information is generally easier.
There are many books available that look
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their child, they can learn skills that may
be useful for a long time-skills in decision-making, planning, being of support
to others, and influencing the policymaking process in their communities.
Giving testimony before the Senate on
the value of early intervention services,
one mother stated:

.. .Childnn, and the families that love
and nurtun them, have needs that cannot be easily companmentaliud. Especially in early childhood, a family's
priorities may be rapidly changing and
may cross over numerous "systems"
boundaries. As I recall the hours of
early intervention our daughter nceived,
the most valuable lessons wm based
on ncognizing her worth as an individual, taking into account our abilities, as her pannts, to seek out ways to
encourage her growth and development
and,fina/ly, naching out to otherfamilies with childnn, with or without disabilities, to participate in mutually
supportive nlationships that meet the
needs of each individual in the family
-- as well as the communliy. 11
The services themselves are offered
through a public or private agency and
are provided in different settings, such
as your home, a clinic, a neighborhood
daycare center, a hospital, or the local
health department. Initial evaluation and
assessment of your child will be provided
free of charge. Services may also be provided at no cost, although this may vary
from state to state; some states charge a
"sliding-scale" fee based upon what you,
as parencs, earn.

le is important to know that some states
are still in the process of developing these
services. Therefore, depending upon the
state in which you live, early intervention
services may be fully available or may still
be in the process of developing. Every
state now has developed a central directory of early intervention services, and
many states will provide service coordinators to help parents find services for
their child. Your family physician, hospitals, or a specialist working with your
child can also be important resources of
information, as can the NICHCY State
Resource Sheet, which identifies the name
and telephone number of your state's
contact person for programs for infants
and toddlers with disabilities.
Special education and related
.services. Through the mandates of a
number of federal laws-most notably,
the Individuals with Disabililties Education Act, or IDEA (formerly known as
the Education of the Handicapped Act,
EHA, or Public Law 94-142) and Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973cach eligible child with special needs
is guaranteed a free, appropriate public
education designed to address his or her
unique needs. This education is planned
by a multidisciplinary team, including the
parents of the child. In order to benefit
from this special education, the child may
also need to receive a variety of related
services (e.g., transportation assistance,
occupational and physical therapy, audiology, school health services, speechlanguage pathology, and psychological
services). These, too, are to be provided
by the school to eligible children at no
cost to their families:

Information from NICHCY
• lndividuali"ud Education Programs (/994)
• Pannt's Guide to Accessing Programs for Infants, Toddlers, and Preschoolers
with Disabilities (1994)
• Questions and Answers About the IDEA (1993)
• Questions Often Asked About Special Education Services (1994)
• Related Serr.:ices for School-Aged Childnn with Disabilities (199 I, Resources
Updated 1994)
• Transition Services in tht!EP (1993)
,v1r.11r.Y ,v,.., ni,tsr 20
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Thus, as parents, you arc key participants in the team that determines what
type of special education your child will
receive, as well as what related services
are necessary to help him or her maximize
the benefics of that special education.
Together, the members of your child's
team develop an Individualized Education
Program (IEP), which states in writing
the educational program that is planned
for your son or daughter, including learning goals and the educational services
that the school system is to provide:
There arc many books that can be of
particular usefulness if you arc seeking
to understand and access special education services; several have been listed in
the resources section of this News Digest
Additionally, many of the parent guides
mentioned throughout this issue discuss
how to access these services and advocate for the legal and educational righcs
of a child. Material is also available from
NICHCY to explain the special education process (sec the box below).

Supp_orting and EmpQ_wering
the Family
Parents as Individuals and as Partners
There arc a number of vital factors
within each family which will influence
ics ultimate well-being. One is the emotional and physical health of each parent
individually. Because it is generally the
parents who confront the issues associated
with their child's disability {e.g., dealing
with medical practitioners, caring for the
child), while simultaneously crying to
maintain the household {e.g., holding
down jobs, shopping, cooking, cleaning
up, taking care of other children), it is
not surprising that many parents of children with disabilities report times of ·
feeling overwhelmed. It is, thus, very
important for you, as parcncs, to take
some time to care for yourselves as individuals: getting enough sleep, eating
regular meals, trying to exercise every
day, even if it is just taking a shore
walk. 18 As one mother relates:
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I would sometimes retreat to my "twer"
and pretend that I had no responsibilities other than to amuse myself with
a good book or a soothing tape. The
respite usually didn't last more than
a halfhour, and it was never enough,
but it helped me break the " martyr"
pattem of thinking I was required to
live and breathe only for my children.
In those brief moments of quiet reflection
I could renew my sense ofself and remember that I was important, too; that
I was Kate, a person, with lots of abilities and interests that did not all coincide with my role as Mommy. I came
to reali:u that a little selfishness is not
a bad thing. If I could enjoy myself
more, I could enjoy my children more. 19

This sentiment is echoed throughout
mosc of the literature wriccen by parents.
As Rhonda Krah! remarks, "What your
child needs most is a healthy, loving
parent. You can give him chat by caking
care of yourself."ZO
Many families will be single-parent
families, but for chose who arc noc, chc .
relationship between the parents is a faccor
chat can influence the family's well-being.
When the parents' relationship is a strong
and supportive one, ic enriches family
life for all members. Conversely, when
there are problems in the relationship,
che tension affects the rest of the family
as well. This is seating what most of us
already know, as is saying chat marriages
undergo change wich the birch of a childany child. Bue when a child in the family
has special needs, "the changes (in the
marriage relationship) will be greater and
more dcmanding." 11 For a number of
reasons, parenting a special needs child
can create stress and conflict between the
parents. For one, fathers and mothers
may react differently co chc face of the
disabiliry. Mothers rypically respond more
emotionally than fathers, who are ape co
focus more on the future and the longterm concerns of the child.12 Ac times,
one parent may be actively experiencing
grief and may feel alone if the ocher parent is unable co express his or her grief
and sorrow.23 Ac ocher cimcs, decisions
muse be made about cfie child's care,
F,bruary I 997

and parents may not agree. And when
all is said and done, the sheer demands
of parenting can leave each partner exhausted an<l drained. "With all the time
you muse spend with and for your child,
it's easy co forget co cake time for your
mate ... You can easily lose crack of what
your mace is chinking, feeling or doing
as you concentrate on keeping up with
family routines.""
Much of the literature written by parents
discusses ways for parents co protect their
relationship. One point emerges again and
again, and that is the importance of making time for each other: meeting for lunch,
getting away for a few hours together,
sharing an acciviry. "This isn't neglecting your responsibilities. If the relationship crumbles you will face even more
duties. Taking time co preserve your
relationship makes good, practical sense,
even if something else has co suffer cemporarily."15 Talking co each ocher and
really listening are also important-and
conversations do not always have co revolve around the children in the family.
Finding other copies co discuss can do
much co revitalize parents and preserve
intimacy between chem. le is also important co recognize that there are times when
one parcner needs co have space. As Peggy
Finston puts it, "We need to accept how
our mace distracts himself or herself." 16
Sharing the duties of providing care is
also necessary, although couples rcporc
chat they often have co work hard at communicating in order co achieve the "weness" chat goes behind teamwork. Many
parents have found ic is necessary and
helpful to seek joint counseling. Through
chis process, they grew to understand
each ocher's needs and concerns more
fully and found ways of discussing and
resolving their differences.
Brothers and Sisters: The Sibling Story
We know from che experiences of
families and che findings of research chac
having a child with a disabiliry powerfully
affects everyone in che family. This includes chac child's brothers and sisters.
Many authors and researchers have written with eloquence about how the presence of a disability affects each sibling
-9-

individually, as well as the relationships
between the siblings. Some books dealing with sibling issues are listed in the
resources section of this document.
The impact, according to the siblings
themselves, varies considerably from person
co person. Yee there are common threads
chat run through their stories. For many,
the experience is a positive, enriching
one that teaches chem to accept ocher
people as they are. Some become deeply
involved in helping parents care for the
child with a disability, often assuming
responsibilities beyond their years in terms
of that individual's care and the maintenance of the houscholdY le is not
uncommon for siblings co become ardent
protectors and supporcers of their brother
or sister with special needs or co experience feelings of great joy in watching
him or her achieve even the smallest gain
in learning or development. Increased
macuriry, responsibiliry, altruism, tolerance,
humanitarian concerns and careers, a
sense of closeness in the family, self-confidence, and independence arc among the
ocher positive effects no!_ed in siblings."
In concrasc, many other siblings experience feelings ofbiccerncss and resentment towards their parents or chc brother
or sister with a disabiliry. They may feel
jealous, neglccccd, or rejected as they
watch mosc of their parents' energy, accention, money, and psychological suppore flow to the child wich special needs. r,
The reaction and adjuscmenc of siblings co a brother or sister wich a disability
may also vary depending upon their ages
and developmental levels. The younger
chc nondisablcd sibling is, the more difficult ic may be for him or her co understand the situation and co interpret events
realiscically.30 Younger children may be
confused abouc the nature of the disability, including what caused ic. They may
feel that they themselves arc to blame or
may worry about "catching" chc disability. As siblings ma cure, chcir understanding of the disabilicy matures as well, buc
new concerns may emerge. They may
worry abouc the future of chcir brother
or sister, about how their peers will react
to their sibling, or about whether or noc
chey themselves can pass chc disabiliry
along co their own children.
.VICHCY
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Clearly, it is important for you to take degrees of responsibility and indepenswerfor all of us, or even for a II of us
time co ralk openly about your child's
dealing with tne same condition. Tne
dence. There may be many ways in which
disability with your ocher children, exbest we can do is to realize Ina/ this
your child can help himself or herself or
plaining it as best you can in terms that
is 011 ongoing questio11 Ina/ we need
other members of the family, including
are appropriate co each child's developto consider/'
doing chores around the house. You wiH
mental level. As Charles Callahan remarks, need co consider what these accivicies
"Information, even concerning a painful
might be, given your son or daughter's
Perhaps some of the most encouraging
words for parents come from children who
subject, is preferable co ignorance disdisabilities and capabilities. As you extorted by imagination." 31
have disabilities, whose exSome of the books listed in
periences and feelings are
"As you expect and encourage your child to described in numerous books.
the resource section under
"Siblings" can help you open
assume responsibility, his or her sense of One consistent idea they exup che lines of communication pride and competence will also increase. " press is that when parents
and address the needs of your
expect a child with a disabnondisabled children. As serility co develop his or her
vices for families grow, you may also
pect and encourage your child co assume capabilities-whatever these may befind there is a support group available
responsibility, his or her sense of pride
this empowers and strengthens the child.
to your children, which can provide a
This sense of empowerment can be found,
and competence will also increase. As
forum for siblings to share their feelings
Ivonne Mosquera remarks:
for example, in the dedication Tom Bradwith others in a similar situation and to
ford wrote for his book about hearing
exchange factual information about disloss; he dedicated the book to his mother
Even tnougn I'm blind, even tnougn it
"who never let me know that my hearing
ability and illness.
mO] take me a bit longer to do certain
loss could have been a limication." 35 Eli,
things, I can still do them ... Once you
a twelve-year-old whose stroke resulted
accomplish a goal, you 'II be the person
The Child with Special Needs
in several physical disabilities, writes,
who feels good about it. Whether or
"My friends and family helped me overMuch of how you raise your child with
not other people congratulate you for
come my fears;·They ericouraged me to
a disability will depend on-your family's
it, you'll feel bener, and you 'II know
try everything, even if I was determined
personal beliefs about ~hildrearing, your
that you did itbecause ofyou__;:t;-;;ause
that I couldn't" (Krcmencz, 1992, p. 16).36
child's age, and the nature of his or her
you never gave up. (Krementz, 1992,
p.
3])3Z
Fourteen-year-old
Sarah says that, dedisability. An important point to remember
spite her artificial leg, "my parents sent
is that most of the regular child-raising
me to a regular nursery school, co swimissues will apply-<:hildren with disabiliConversely, to not expect or encourties will go through the usual childhood
age your child to contribute to self-care or ming lessons and camp-everything ocher
stages. They may not go through stages
household matters may send the message kids did .. .l think my family's encouragement has a lot to do with the fact that I
at the same age, at the same rate, or use
that he or she is not capable of helping.
the same words as children without disDependence is fostered instead, as Teresa have such a positive attitude. They never
sat me in front of the TV or stopped me
abilities, but they arr children and kids
discovered with her daughter Betsy.
from doing anything I wanted to cry. They
are kids.
"First, they were little things like turngave me a normal childhood" (Kremencz,
We, as parents, may believe that all
ing on the bathwater. Then she wanted
children should be treated the same, but me co carry her instead of using crutches. 1992, p. 83).37 Robert, who has cerebral
palsy, remembers that his mother said
in practice that is usually not the case.
She refused co even tty using them. I
Why? Because anyone who h:is been
couldn't make myself say no, yet I knew co him one day, "Robert, why don't we
focus on what you can do instead of what
around children, even infants, knows they that somehow this was going too far. "33
you can't do?" This was, he believes,
have different personalities and react
Of course, the nature and severity of
differently to similar situations. We enyour child's disability may affect how much "my biggest turning point-I took off
courage and coax the shy child and set
he or she is able to participate in household like a rocket!" 38
limits for the rambunctious one. We tell
duties and so on. Peggy Finston remarks:
the loud ones co be quiet and the quiet
Grandparents
ones to speak up. We offer different activiThe issue, then, for each of us is what is
Grandparents are often greatly affected
ties to the child who loves to paint than
a "realistic" amount of normality to
by the birth of a child with a disabilicy;
to the one who wants to play ball. Chilexpect from our child? If we expect too
che pain they feel may be cwo-folddren just are not the same-but they
much, we run the risk of rejecting him
pain for their grandchild and pain for
should have the same opportunities.
as he is. If we expect too linle, we will
you, their own child. It is important co
Among their opportunities should be
fail to encourage him to do the most he
remember th.at they will need support
the chance to assume increasingly greater
can with himself. There is no one an-
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and information, too, and that "the way
you relate co chem can create the setting
for how they will help or not help you,
or how they will deal with che child.".;' .
Some grandparents may have difficulty.
accepting their grandchild's disability,
which is as normal as the stage of denial
parents themselves may have experienced. Ochers will be a great source of
help and support, and their involvement
can benefit the nuclear family:"'
Therefore, your parents and ocher
members of the extended family need
co be given opportunities co gee co know
your child as a person and not just a person with disabilities." Allowing chem co
become involved with your child may also
allow you some much-needed time away
from the responsibilities associated with
caring for a child with special needs.

what had gone 011 before, to put things
into perspective, think and plan. We
were also physically restored, and were
able to go on with much more strength ...
caring/or our daughter.....

co care for che needs of a child or co find
ocher sources of help.
You can help daycare providers by
being as honest and direct as possible
about your child's needs. It may also be
helpful to lee providers know how much
Basically, child care falls into several
their care is needed by and supportive
categories, ranging from the care provided to your child. The partnership between
by relatives, neighbors, or friends who
parents and daycare providers is very
help out, co babysitters, co the more spe- important, but it is especially so when
cialized care provided through daycare
the child has a special need. Research
facilities/providers, respite care services,
has shown chat preschool and child care
and nurses/medical specialises. Each
centers have the most success in intefamily will need co determine its own
grating children with disabilities when
level of need at any given time. The type staff accept and value diversity in the
of child care you select will depend upon children they serve.'5
a number of factors, including the nature
Another option is mpite cart, a system
of your child's disability, the cost involved of temporary child care provided by peoin the care, and the length of time for
ple familiar with the needs of children
with disabilities. "Temporary" can range
which the care will be provided. If your
child requires more supervision or atten- from an hour co several monchs, dependtion than normal but does not need speing on the respite care provider and the
Child Care: From Babysitters
cialized medical care per sc, you might
needs and desires of the family. Many
to Respite Care
have a relative, family friend, or a respon- respite care providers have undergone
sible babysitter occasionally cake care of specialized training and can knowledgeAll parents, at some time, will probyour son· or daughter with special needs. ably care for children whose needs may
ably seek child care. For families with
Day-care also can be important for the range from close supervision to medical
a child who needs ~ore supervision or
care. Respite care can be provided co inspecialized assistance, child care may be well-being of children with disabilities,
fants, teenagers, or adults
difficult co find-or feel comwith special needs. In some
fortable with. However, even
if you do not work outside the "You can help daycare providers by being cases, the respite provider
home and do not need regular as honest and direct as possible about your may be able co provide care
only for the child with the
child care, you may benefit
disability; in other cases, care
greatly from having child care child's needs. "
may be available for siblings
on a periodic or even an ongoas well. Respite care generally
ing basis; this will give you time to cake
because it presents an opportunity for them differs from daycare in chat it is not availcare of personal matters, enjoy some
able on a daily basis to allow a parent co
co socialize with other children. Parents
leisure activity, or be relieved of the
often wane their child with disabilities
return co the work force.
constant need to care for a child with
co have the same opportunities as ocher
Increasingly, respite care can be oba disability or chronic illness.'1 Indeed,
tained through organizations chat offer
children and have been disappointed co
families who use child care on a regular
home-care or ouc-of-home services, either
basis report chat it "not only gave us some- find chat many daycare or preschool settings were not available or accessible co
on an emergency basis or on a regular
thing to look forward to but also broke
youngsters with disabilities. This kind of schedule. In many states, mencal health
time down inco pieces we felt we could
handle.""3 Child care, particularly follow- discrimination is now illegal. The Ameri- agencies provide services which are either
cans with Disabilities Ace (ADA) calls for free of charge or priced on a sliding scale
ing a crisis, may be an essential factor in
(according to parents' ability to pay). To
maintaining your family's health, stamina, full access to daycare for children with
find out more about the respite services
disabilities. In some cases, the needs of
and equilibrium. The mother of a child
a child will be such that a particular day- available in your vicinity, seek ouc groups or
with a chronic illness writes:
care provider or cencer may not be equip- professionals who work with children your
child's age. The school system may be
The week that ourfamily stayed at the
ped to care adequately for chat child.
able co provide information, as may a local
beach was the most wonderful gift ...
The law now provides for flexibility in
parent group. Another valuable source of
it gatJe us the opportunity to stand
these cases; often, parents will have co
outside the situation and view it from
be resourceful to help a provider become information on respite care is the ARCH
National Resource Center for Crisis
a distance. It enabled us to review
equipped or knowledgeable about how
F,bruary /997
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Nur.;eries and Respite Care Services.
known as family-centered support prinyour child, a position that may make you
ARCH operates the National Respite Loca- ciples." Within this philosophy, the fam- feel on unequal and uncertain footing.
tor Service whose mission is to help parents ily's influence is recognized as primary,
How comfortable you feel with the prolocate respite care services in their area.
both because of its direct impact on the
fessional, how well you feel chat individContact information for ARCH is provided child's development and because the
ual relates to your child, and how openly
in the "Organizations" section at the end of family serves as the link between the
he or she responds to your concerns and
this News Digest Ocher places to inquire
child and the outside world. Thus, you
input will, in many cases, determine
about respite care include:
have the right to be fully informed and
whether you continue to work with
• Parent Training and Information Cencer; involved in decisions affecting your child the professional or decide to seek the
• Disability organizations within the State; and family.
services of another.
Thus, there should be a mutuality
• Seate Department of Meneal
Many of the books listed throughout
Retardation;
chis News Digest offer insight inco how
in the parent/professional relationship.
• State Developmental
Both parents and professionDisabilities Council;
als need co cruse and feel crust• State Program for Children "You li<oe with and observe your son or
ed, both need co admit when
with Special Health Needs daughter on a daily basis and can conthey do not know or are
wrong, and both need co ne• Departments of Health
tribute
invaluable
information
about
his
gotiate with each other:•
and Human Services,
or her routine, development, history, Trust, respect, and open
or Social Services;
strengths, weaknesses, and so on."
communication between par• Department of Meneal
ent and professional are, thereHealth;
fore, essential co building a
• State and local Departments
of Education; and
you might work together with profession- good, working relationship. This can
• Seate Protection and Advocacy Agency. als for the benefit of your child and family. cake time to develop and may require
effort from both parties. To chat end,
Many of these organizations are listed The best relationships are characterized
many parent writers suggest:
in the telephone directory; NICHCY also by mutual respect, crust, and openness,
makes available a State &source Sheet,
where both you and the_e!ofessional ex- • If you are looking for a specialise with
whom you can work well, ask ocher
which lists telephone numbers and adchange information and ideas about the
parents of children with disabilities.
dresses for many of these programs or
best care, medical incervencion, or educaOften, they can suggest the name.of
groups. Although many parents initially
tional program for your child. Information
a good speech or physical therapist,
may feel reluctant to leave their child
also must be exchanged about the needs
doctor, dentist, surgeon, and so on.
with special needs in the care of someone of your family and about ways co take
else, those who have tried it give ample
advantage of helping patterns that already • If you don't understand the terminology
a professional uses, ask questions.
testimony to its value in restoring their
exist within the family ...a Both you and the
Say, "What do you mean by that?
energy, sense of humor, and perspective. professional need to speak clearly about
We don't understand."
issues and listen carefully. Indeed, both
of you have important expertise co share. • If necessary, write down the profesWorking with Professionals:
sional's answers. This is particularly
You, for example, have intimate knowThe Parent/Professional
useful in medical situations when
ledge of your child with special needs;
Relationship
a medication or therapy is to be
you live with and observe your son or
administered.
Parent Cory Moore, speaking directly
daughter on a daily basis and can con• Learn as much as you can about your
to professionals, writes:
tribute invaluable information about his
child's disability. This will assist you
or her routine, development, history,
with your child, and it can help you par~
We need respect, f//Je need to lzaue our
strengths, weaknesses, and so on. To
ticipate most fully in the team process.
conmbution valued. We need to particmake an accurate diagnosis, determine
ipate, not mm}y be iTlfJolved. It is, after
appropriate therapy or ocher interventions, • Prepare for visits to the doctor, therapist,
or school by writing down a list of the
all, tlzt pamzt fllJho kntfllJ the childjim
and understand both your child and the
questions or concerns you would like
needs and resources of your family, the
and fllJ!zo knows the child best. Our
to discuss with the professional.
relations/zip fllJitlz our sons and daughprofessional needs your perspective and
• Keep a notebook in which you write
ters is personal and spans a lifetime."'
unique insight.
down information concerning your
The professional, coo, has specialized
special needs child. This can inknowledge co contribute-that of his or
Recognizing the central role of the
clude your child's medical history,
family in a child's life, many service sys- her discipline. Often you muse rely upon
test results, observations about bethe judgment of the professional in mattems now provide assistance to parents
havior or symptoms that will help the
ters chat are critical to the well-being of
and other family members using what is
Nlt:Hr:Y N,.,,., niv,st 20
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professional do his or her job, and so
Addressing Financial Concerns
on. (A loose-leaf notebook is easy to
The expenses associated with raising
maintain and add information to.)
• If you don't agree with a professional's children can stretch a family's resources.
recommendations, say so. Be as specific When a child has a disability, particularly
as you can about why you don't agree. one that involves high-priced medical
care, a family can quickly become over• Do whatever informed "shopping
whelmed financially. While it is often
around" and "doctor-hopping" is
difficult co resolve financial concerns
necessary to feel certain you have
explored every possibility and poten- completely, there are a number of things
parents can do that may help. Charlotte
tial. As Irving Dickman (I 989) says,
Thompson recommends chat, as soon
"Shop. Hop. Hope." 50
as parencs find out that their child has
• Measure a professional's recommendations for home treatment programs a disability, two actions should be taken
immediately. These are:
or other interventions against your
• Start a program to organize and manown schedule, finances, and other
age your new financial demands.
commitments. You may not be able to
"This not only means management of
follow all advice or cake on one more
everyday money, but it also means
thing, feeling as Helen Feacherstone
keeping very careful crack of your
did when she wrote, "What am I sup·medical bills and paymencs."l-1 There
posed to give up? ... There is no time
are a number of money management
in my life that hasn't been spoken for,
guides available chat explain how co
and for every fifteen-minute activity
do this.
that has been added, one has to be
• Seek information about any and all
taken away." 51 Peggy Finscon points
financial assistance programs. "If the
out that "most professionals won't
· state ~gency caring for handicapped
be familiar with the sum total of our
children is contacted immediately,
obligations and will not take it upon
it may be able to assume financial responthemselves to give us permission to
sibility for your child's care right from
quit. This is up to us. It's in our p"owtlze start." ss
er to make the decision." 51
Often, so much attention is focused on
In conclusion, it is important that the
the provision of health care that doctors
parent/professional relationship empower
and ocher medical staff may not mention
the parent co be·a full participant in inforavailable sources offinancial aid. Many
mation-gathering, information-sharing,
states have passed legislation intended co
and in decision-making. However, it is
ultimately up to you to decide what role(s) help families of children with a disability
address their financial concerns, but par•
you wane to take in this process and what
encs will need to be "well focused and
role(s) you need help with. It is helpful to
persistent" to get the answers they need.
know that families do, indeed, choose difMany children with disabilities are
ferent roles in relationship to professionals.
eligible co receive Supplemental Security
Some parencs want to allow professionals
Income (SSI) benefics, based upon their
to make most decisions about their child,
others want to serve_ as an informant to the disability. A recent Supreme Court deciprofessional, some want veto power, and sion (Sul!iuan v. l.eb/ey) has created changes
in the eligibility requiremencs for these
some parencs wane a shared role in the
benefics. Because of these changes, many
intervention with their child.SJ
You are also free to change your mind more children are now eligible than in
about the role or level of involvement you the past. Some children who formerly
may want or be able to assume regarding were denied benefics (i.e., after January
1, 1980) may even be eligible for back
your child's services. You may find chat
benefits. Therefore, it is a good idea for
you choose different roles at different
times for different purposes. Be as direct all families with a child who is blind or
as possible about what you wane or don't who has a disability to apply for SSL If a
child is found eligible for SSI, he or she
wane to take on in chis regard.
,..,,,,,,,,,.. 1997
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is automatically eligible for l\ledicaid
benefits, even if the family income is
higher than what is traditionally required
for Medicaid in that state. This is very
important for children with disabilities
who may have many medical needs.;,,
If your child qualifies for Medicaid,
most early intervention services can be
paid for by Medicaid. If your child qualifies for Medicaid, it is important to have
him or her assessed by a provider qualified
to perform the Early Periodic Screening,
Diagnostic, and Treatment (EPSDT)
program. If an EPSDT program determines that your child has a condition that
requires treatment because of "medical
necessity," then it can be paid for by
Medicaid. Furthermore, each state has
a "Child Find" system, which is respon•
sible for locating and assessing children
with disabilities. This is required co be
free by Federal law. But sometimes, even
though there is not supposed to be a wait•
ing list, it can take a long time to get your
child assessed. Therefore, it is important
to know about what other resources can
·oe used to gee help for .your child.
Private insurance benefics are one such
resource. Usually, nursing, physical ther•
apy, psychological services, and nutrition
services can be reimbursed by private
insurance. In some cases, occupational
therapy and speech therapy are also reim•
bursable. Educational expenses related
to a child's disability are only rarely covered by insurance. However, it is useful
to keep track of educational expenses,
because these are deductible on your
Federal income cax returns.
Some additional resources to contact
in your search for financial assistance
include:
• Hospital social workers;
• Public health department;
• Public health nurses;
• Volunteer agencies;
• Disability organizations; and
• Scace government agencies (usually
listed under "Scace Government" in
the telephone book), particularly those
departments chat oversee programs
for children wich disabilities.
Because searching for assistance may
involve a lot of telephone calls, it is a good
idea co have paper and pen at hand to
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record the names and telephone numbers
of all chose you contact, as well as any
referrals they gi\·e you. Whether or not
you believe your income is coo high for
your family co quality for financial aid:

.. .the key is to keep trying-to get more
information, to follow ap leads, and
to continue applyhrg/orvarious types
offinancial assistance. This may seem
like an endless paperwork maze to you,
but with luck some of the paper at the
end will be tire green kind that can lrelp
you pay your child's medical bills.
Keep at it. 57

Future Planning
le is not possible for parents co imagine all the scops and detours that they
will make as their unexpected journey
takes them into the fucure. But you will
probably be chinking at different times
about what the future holds for your child.
Advocates believe it is important for parents co have expectations about what their
child with disabilities can achieve in-the
fucure and co encourage their child to
develop as much independence as possible, given the nacure and severity-of
the disability. 58
Over the past 20 years, the options for
children and adults with disabilities have
greatly expanded. Schools have developed
specialized educational techniques to
promote learning and the acquisition of
functional skills that will enable individuals with disabilities to have choices about
where they live, work, and play, and who
they have as friends. The movement to
include individuals with disabilities in the
mainstream of school life is growing, with
significant pressure coming from parents.
The premise behind inclusion is that
individuals with disabilities should not
be segregated but, rather, should have
the same opponunities that individuals
without disabilities have-that is, the same
opponunities co go to neighborhood
schools, to be educated alongside their
nondisabled peers, co panicipate as fully
as possible in school activities. However,
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for inclusion co work, school systems must accessible co all individuals. i\lany states
provide each student with supports appro- have been working actively co establish
priate to his or her needs. Support, train- community-based supports so that indiing, and technical assistance also must be viduals with disabilities can lead their
made available to teachers and co nonlives as independently as possible.
disabled peers. Therefore, it is important
Therefore, when you contemplate
for parents co be aware of how inclusion
the future of your son or daughter with
decisions are made in regard to their child disabilities and develop goals for that
and co advocate for supports they feel
child, it may be helpful co consider the
their child, his or her teacher, and the peer following suggestions;
group need in order for the inclusive
• Ensure that your child has the opporsetting to be a successful one.
cunity co acquire skills now that will
Inclusion, however, means more than
make him or her as independent as
just including scudents with disabilities
possible in the future.
in mainstream school activities. Scudents • Ensure that your child has opportuniwill grow up, leave the school setting.
ties co develop social skills that can be
What does the future hold for them as
used in a variety of settings (regular
adults? This is, nacurally, of great concern
classroom settings and exposure to
co parents, disability advocates, disability
many different environments are useorganizations, and persons with disabilities
ful in this regard).
themselves. For far coo long, students
• Write a will that will provide for your
have exited the school years co an adult
child's care and safeguard his or her
life that lacked opporcunities for employeligibility for government benefits.
ment, further education, or community
(For more information about estate
parcicipation. 59 Now, with the help of
planning, request a copy of Estate
federal legislation and the advocacy of
Planning from NICHCY.) Some states
many concerned panics, adult life for
now provide.for self-sufficiency cruses
which allow parents to leave money
individuals with disabilities holds into a child with a disability without
creasing promise. The Individuals with
disqualifying that child (even of adult
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) now
requires that school personnel, parents,
age) from government benefits. Ocher
and each student with disabilities (16
states require that a special needs
trust be established.
years of age or older, and, in IJ)any cases,
younger) plan for the scudent's transition • Teach your child to be responsible
from school to pose-school environments,
for his or her own personal needs
including employment, additional educa(e.g., self-care, household chores).
tion or training, independent living, and
• Work with the school and other agencies co ensure chat transition planning
community parcicipation. 60 This legislafor your son or daughter takes place
tion is intended to prepare youth with
and addresses training for future emdisabilities for the adult world and roles
they will encounter upon leaving high·
ployment, coordination with adult
service providers, investigating postschool, with the purpose of maximizing
their panicipation in the mainstream of
secondary education or training, and
society. Funhermore, the Americans with
panicipation in community activities.
Disabilities Act (ADA) has incorporated
• Help your child develop self-determination and self-advocacy skills.
into law provisions that guarantee many
• Explore different possibilities for livof inclusion's principles as individual
ing arrangements once your son or
rights. No longer may most child care
daughter is grown.
centers refuse co serve children because
they have a disability. No longer may a
qualified individual be denied employment because he or she has a disability.
Public accommodations must now be
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Summary
In this News Digest, we have looked
at many of the issues facing you as parents of a child with a disability. Learning
that your child has a disability or illness
is just the beginning of the journey. Ac
times, you may feel overwhelmed by the
challenges associated with disability and
by the strength of your own emotions. And
while you may feel alone and isolated,
there are many supports available. Other
parents can be invaluable sources of help
and information. Services are also available-early intervention services for
young children, educational services for
school-aged children, services available
through public agencies that can assist
your entire family. Having access co
information and supports may be critical
in maintaining a stable and healthy
family life.
To chis end, we urge you co read, co
talk co ocher parents who have a child
with a disability, co talk with each ocher
and with ocher family members, and co
reach out for assistance wb~n you need ic.
We conclude with the words of Clare
Claiborne Park, as she reflects upon the
experience and emotions of being ; parent of a child with disabilities.

This experience we did 110.t choose, which
we would have given anything to avoid,
has made us rfzjfermt, lzas made us better.
Through ii we huc:e learned the lesson
ofSophocles and Shakespeare-that
one grows by suffering. And that too
is Jessy's gift. I write now what fifteen
years past I would still not have thought
possible to write; that if today I was
given the choice, to accept the experience,
with roerythi11g that it entails, or to
refuse the bitter largesse, I would have
to smtch out my ha11ds-oecause out of
it has come.for all of us, an unimagined life. And I will not change the last
word ofthe story. It is still love. 61
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Resources

The publications and organizations listed below, as well as the resources listed throughout this News Digest, are only a few of
the many that can provide information to parents and families about issues related to disability. Additional support is also available
from state and local parent groups, as well as from state and local affiliates or many major disability organizations.
To assist you in obtaining documents listed in this issue, you will find the names, addresses, and telephone numbers or publishers at the end of this publication. If you experience difficulty in locating a document or an organization, please contact NICHCY.
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Obtaining Resources
That Interest You
To help you obtain the resources that interest you,
we've listed the addresses and telephone numbers of publishers at the end of this documenc, The publisher's name
generally appears in the final position in the citation-co
illustrate, it appears in bold below.
Sweeney, W. (in press). The special-needs nading list: An
annotated guidt to the best publications for partnts and professionals.
Bethesda, 1\1D: Woodbine.

If you see the word "Author" in that final position instead of a publisher's name, the publisher and the author
are one and the same. Look at the author's name (it will be
the very first thing listed in the citation), find this name in
the listing of publishers at the end of this News Digest,
and use the COntlct information provided.
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NC: Parkway Publishers.

Fowler, M.C. (1994, October). Actention-deficic/hyperactiviry
disorder. NICHCY Britfing Paper, 1-16.

Harris, S. (1994). Siblings of children witlz autism:.~ guidt for Jami/its.
Bethesda, MD: Woodbine.

Hallowell, E.M., & Racey, J.J. (1994). Drir:en to distraction:
Rteognizing and coping witlz attention dtficit disordtr from childhood
through adulthood. New York: Pantheon Books.

Hacc, C.A. (1993). A parent's guidt to autism: .~nS'/Jttrs to tht most
common questions. ~ew York: Pocket Books.
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New Jersey Center for Outreach and Services for the Autism
Community (COSAC). (199-t, December). National directory ofprograms sm:i11g indit·id,uds r.:ith autism and rtlated perr:asit·e dec·elopmmtal
disorders. Ewing, NJ: Author. (An updated edition of this directory
is scheduled for release in i\larch 1997.)
Powers. i\l.D. (Ed.). (1989), Childre11 r.:ith a111ism: A par,nts'g11ide.
Rockville, MD: Woodbine.
Wheeler, M., Rimstidt, S., Gray, S., & DePalma, V. (1990). Facts
about autism. Bloomington, IN: Indiana Resource Center for Autism.

Down Syndrome
Brill, i\l.T. (1993). Keys to parenting a child with Down syndrome.
Hauppauge. NY: Barron's Educational Series.
Cunningham, C.. (1996). Understanding Down syndrome: An introd11ction for pam1ts. Cambridge, i\lA: Brookline.
Kumin, L. (I 99-t ). Communication skills in children with Down
syndrome:,½ g11ide for parents. Bethesda, MD: Woodbine.
Oelwin, P.L. (1995). Teaching reading to d1ildren with Down syndrome: A guide for parents and teachers. Bethesda, MD: Woodbine.

Cerebral Palsy

Pueschel, S.1\1. (Ed.). (1990). A parent's guide to Down syndrome:
Towardabrighterfut11re. Baltimore, MD: Paul H. Brookes.

Geralis, E. (Ed.). (199 I). Children r.:ith cerebral palsy: A parents'
guide. Bethesda, MD: Woodbine.

Rynders, J.E., & Hoirobin, J.M. (1996). Down syndrome-birth to
adulthood: GiT:ingfamilies an EDGE. Denver, CO: Love.

Weiss, S. (I993). Each of 11s remembers: Parents of children with cerebral palsy answer yourq11estions. Washington, DC: United Cerebral
Palsy Associations, Inc.

Stray-Gundersen, K. (Ed.). (1995). Babies with Down syndrome:
A new parents' guide (2nd ed.). Bethesda, MD: Woodbine.
Trainer, i\l. (1991). Differences in common: Straight talk on mental
retardation, Down syndrome, and life. Bethesda, MD: Woodbine.

Deafuess/Hearing Impairment

Van Dyke, V., Mattheis, P., Eberly, S., & Williams, J. (Eds.).
(1995). Medical and surgical cart for children t111ith Down syndrome:
A guide for parents. Bethesda, MD: Woodbine.

Gross, C.W., & Gravel, J. (1995). A guide to your child's hearing.
Washington, DC: Better Hearing Institute.
Independence through telecommunications: A guide for parents of deaf
and hard ofhean·ng children ..(1994), Washington, DC: Gallaudet
University.

Emotional or Behavioral Disorders

Luterman, D.M. (1991 ). When your child is deaf A g11ide for parents.
Parkton, MD: York Press.
•
Medwid, D.J._:& Weston, D.C. (1995). Kidfriendly parenting with
deaf and hard ofhtaring children: A treasury offun activities toward better
beh11TJiot. Washington, DC: Gallaudet University Press.
National Information Center on Deafness. (1993). Books/or
parents ofdeaf and hard ofhearing children. Washington, DC: Author.
(This publication is being revised and an updated edition will be
released in 1997.)
National Information Center on Deafness. (1991). Growing
together: Information for parents ofdeaf and hard ofhearing children
(Product #569), Washington, DC: Author.
Ogden, P,W, (1996). The silent garden: Raising your deaf child
(Rev. ed.). Washington, DC: Gallaudet University Press.
Riski, 1\1.C. & Klakow, N. (1994). Patrictgtts hearing aids.
Naperville, IL: Phonak.
Schwartz, S. (Ed.). (I 996). Choices in deafness: A parents' guide to
communication options (2nd ed.). Bethesda, MD: Woodbine.

Adamec, C. (1996). How to lit:e with a mentally ill person: A handbook
of day-to-day strategies. New York: John Wiley and Sons. (ISBN #
0471-114-197)
Beach Center on Families and Disability. (1994). Positive btl,ar;ioral
support as. a means to enhance successful inclusion for persons with challenging beh11TJior (Product No. 4S). Lawrence, KS: Author.
Beach Center on Fa mi lies and Disability. (I 995). What researrh
says: Understanding challenging beh11TJior and leaching new skills (Product
No. 8S). Lawrence, KS: Author.
Bush, R. (I 994). Parent's guide to child therapy. Northvale, NJ:
Aronson.
Hatfield, A.B., & Lefley, H.P. (1993). Surr.:iving mental illness:
Stress, coping, and adaptation. New York: Guilford.
Ingersool, 8., & Goldstein, S. (1996). Lonely, sad and angry:
A parents' guideto depnssion in d,ildren and adolescents. New York:
Doubleday.
Jordan, D. (I 995). Honorable intentions: A parent's guideto educational
planning/or children tJ//ith emotional orbt/,11TJioral disorders. Minneapolis,
MN: PACER Center.
Koegel, L.K., Koegel, R.L., & Dunlap, G. (Eds.). (1996). Positive
beh11TJioral support: Including people with difficult beh11TJior in the community. Baltimore, ~ID: Paul H. Brookes.
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Nacional Alliance for che Mencally Ill. (1996). Resoun:ecaralog:
A /isling of rrsoums from rhe Nariona/ Alliance/or rhe ,llenral~v Ill
(Rev. ed.). Arlingcon, VA: Auchor.

Mental Retardation
Smith, R. (Ed.). ( 1993). Chi!drtn with mental retardation: A parent's
guide. Bethesda, MD: Woodbine.

Paquecce, P., & Tuccle, C.G. (1996). Parenring a child wirh a
behavior problem: A pracrica/ and empathetic guide. Los Angeles, CA:
Lowell House.

Trainer, M. (1991 ). Diffmnces in common: Straight talk 011 mental
rttardarion, Dofi:11 s_rndrome, and life. Bechesda, l\lD: Woodbine.

Epilepsy

Medical Books

Devinsky, 0. (1994 ). A guide to understanding and living with
epilepsy. Philadelphia, PA: F.A. Davis Company.

Bacshaw, i\l.L. (1991 ). Your child has a disability: A complett so11mbook of dai~v and medical care. Boscon, MA: Little, Brown.

Ellis, G.J., & Trusz-Parks, S. (I 993). Epilepsy: Parm/ and family
nerworks resoum manual. Landover, MD: Epilepsy Foundacion of
America.

Batshaw, M.L., & Perret, Y.M. (1993). Clzi/dren &•ith disabilities:
A medical primer(3rd ed.). Baltimore, MD: Paul H. Brookes.
(A founh edition of this book is scheduled for release in July 1997.)

Freeman, J.M., Vining, E.P.G., & Pillas, D.J. (1993). Seizuro and
epilepsy in childhood: A guide for porenrs (Rev. ed.). Balcimore, MD:
John Hopkins Universicy Press.

Physical Disabilities
Albrecht, D.G. (1995). Raising a child Yi:ho has a physical disability.
Somerset, NJ: John Wiley & Sons.

Moss, D. (1989). Lee, rhe rabbirwirh epilepsy. Rockville, MD:
Woodbine. (lncended for children aged 4-8.)

/11troductio11 to spinal cord injury: Understanding rlzt changes. (1995).
Washington, DC: Paralyzed Veterans of America.

Reisner, H. (Ed.). (1988). Children with epilepsy: A parenrs' guide.
Bechesda, MD: Woodbine.

Lutkenhoff, i\l., & Oppenheimer, S. (1997). SPINAbilitits: A young
person's guide to spina bijida. Bethesda, MD: Woodbine.

Leaming Disabilities
Cummings, R., & Fisher, G. (1993). Thesuroiva/ guide for remagm
wirlz LD (learning di/ferenets). Minneapolis, MN: Free Spiric.
Dunn, K.B., & Dunn, A.B. (1993). Trouble IIIJirh school: Afamily
slory wirlz leamingdisabiliries. Bechesda, MD: Woodbine. (lncended for
scudencs in grades 1-5 and cheir parencs.)
Huston, A.M. (1992). Understanding dyslexia. Lanham, MD:
Madison Books.
Kratoville, B.L. (Ed.). (1996). Direcrory offacilities and seroicts for
r!zt l1ami11g d'isabled (16ch ed.). (1996). Nova co, CA: Academic Therapy.
(The 17th edition is scheduled for release in Spring 1997.)

Visual Impairment
American Foundation for the Blind. (1993). AFB directory ofstroias
for blind and visual~v impaired persons in tlzt United States and Canada
(24th ed.). New York, NY: Author.
Blakely, K., Lang, M.A., Kushner, 8., & lieus, S. (1995). Toys and
play: A g11idt to Jun and devtlopmmt for children with impaired vision.
Long Island Cicy, ~-Y: Lighthouse Industries.
Blind Children's Center. (1986). Heart to heart. Los Angeles, CA:
Author.

Kupper, L. (Ed.). (I 995). Reading and learning disabilities:
A resource guide. NICHCY Bri1ji11g Paper, 1-16.
Lab School of Washington. (1991). Issues ofparenting children wirlz
!taming disabilitits [audiotape series of 12 lectures]. Washington, DC:
Author.

Ferrell, K.A. (I 996). Rtach out and ttaclz: Jletting tlzetraining netds of
part11/S ofvisually and multiply handicapped young cltildren (Item 2084).
New York: American Foundation for the Blind.
Holbrook, M.C. (Ed.). (1996). Children with visual impaimtmrs:
A parnrs' guide. Bethesda, MD: Woodbine.

Silver, L.B. (I 991). Tlzt misunderstood child: A guide for paren/S of
clzildren wit!t !taming disabilities (2nd ed.). New York: McGraw Hill.
Smith, S.L. (1996). No tasy answers: The learning disabled child or
home and atsdzool(Rev. ed.). New York: Bancam.
Tuttle, C.G., & Paquette, P. (1995). Parenting children wirlz ltaming
disabilities. New York: Doubleday.
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Spina Bifida Center. (1995). Mtdical facrs abi~t-spina bifida.
Balcimore, MD: Auchor.

National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Handicapped.
(1996, January). Blindness and visual impaimtmts: lnfomtation and
advocacy organizations (Reference Circular No. 96-01). Washington,
DC: Library of Congress.
Scott, E., Jan, J., & Freeman, R. (1995). Can'tyourdzild stt?
(2nd ed.). Austin, TX: Pro-Ed.
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Other Disabilities
Balog, D. (Ed.). ( 1997). Brain connections: Yo11r so11rre g11ide to i,iformtllion on brain diseases and disorders (2nd ed.). Washington, DC:
Dana Alliance for Brain Initiatives.
Berkowitz, S. ( 1994). The deft palate story: A primer for parents of
children wit!t deft lip and palate. Chicago, IL: Quintessence.

National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders Information Clearinghouse. ( 199-1). Because you asked about sm,I/
and taste disorders /99./. Bethesda, i\lD: Author.
National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders Information Clearinghouse. (1996). Language disorders mources
/996. Bethesda. c\lD: Author.

Bock, G.H. (I 993). Parent's guideto kidney disorders. l\linneapolis,
MN: University of Minnesota Press.

National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders Information Clearinghouse. (1996). Voicedisordm resources /996.
Bethesda, i\lD: ,\uchor.

Brewer, E.J., & Angel, K.C. (1992). Parenting o c!tild wit!t arthritis:
A practical, empathetic guide to !telp _vou and )'Our c!tild lit·, with arthritis.
Los Angeles: Lowell House.

National Rehabilitation Information Center. (1994). Traumatic
brain injury: .1.\'.1RIC resource g11idefor peoplt with TB/ and theirfamilies.
Silver Spring, ~ID: Author.

Charkins, H. (1996). Children with facial difference: A ponnts' g11ide.
Bethesda, MD: Woodbine.

Oreo, A.O., & Power, P. (1994). Head injury and the family: A lift
and living pmpectit·e. Delray Beach, FL: Sc. Lucie Press.

Costin, C. (1996). Eatingdisordersourcebook: fa·eryt!tingyou need
to know about onoexio, bulimia, and other eating disorders. Los Angeles,
CA: Lowell House.

Rustin, L. (1991). Parents.families, and the stutrering c!tild.
San Diego, CA: Singular.

Fisher, G.C., Komarofs, A.L., Cheney, P.R., Gantz, N.M., Klonofs,
D., & Oleske, J.M. (1997). Chronic fatigue syndrome: A comprehtnsive
guide to symptoms, treatments, and solving the practical problems of CFS.
New York: Warner Books.
Glauswer, H.C. (Ed.). (1995). Living wit!t osteogenesis imperf«ro:
A guidebook for families. Tampa, FL: Osteogenesis lmperfecta
Foundation.
Haerle, T. (Ed.). (1992). C!tildnn with Touretrt syndrome: A parents'
guide. Rockville, MD: Woodbine.
Hughes, B.K. (1990). Parenting a child with traumatic brain injury.
Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas.
Jones, M.L. (I 985 ). Homecore for t!techronicolly ill or disabled dzild:
A manual and soumbook for parents andprofessionals. New York: Harper
&Row.
Lewis, K.S. (I 994). Successful living wit!t dzronic illness: Celebrating
the joys of lift. Dubuque, IA: KendalVHunt Publishing.
Loring, G. (1993). Parenting a child wit!t diabetes: A practical, empathttic guide to !telp you and your child live wit!t diobetts. Los Angeles: Low•
ell House. ·
Maddox, S. (1994). Spinal nttwork: Tltt total mource for the wheelchoircommunity (2nd ed.). Boulder, CO: Spinal Network.
Martins, S. (1993). &odingtoo soon: H/Jfll to understand and help t!te
ltyp,rle:r:icdzild. Elmhurst, IL: Center for Speech and Language.
Moller, K.T., Starr, C.D., & Johnson, S.A. (1991). A parents guide to
deft lip and po/ate. Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press.
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Welsh, L., & Betancourt, M. (1996). Chronic illness and tht family:
A guide to living eoery day. Holbrook, MA: Adams Publishing.

Magazines and Newsletters
Coalition Quarterly-Technical Assistance for Parent Programs
(TAPP) Network, Federation for Children with Special Needs, 95
Berke!e:'LStreet, Suite 104, Boston, MA02116. Telephone: 1-800331-0688 (in MA); (617) 482-2915. Published quarterly, free.
Exceptional Children-Council for Exceptional Children, 1920 .
Association Drive, Rescan, VA22091-1589. Telephone: (703)
620-3660. Published 4 times a year. Non-members, $45.00;
Members, $14.00.
Exceptional Parent-Exceptional Parent Magazine, 555 Kinderkamack Road, Oradell, NJ 07649- 1517. Published 12 times a year.
Cose: $32.00. New subscriptions, call: 1-800-247-8080.
Families and Disability NtfJlJsletrer-Beach Center on Families and
Disability, University of Kansas, 3111 Haworth Hall, Lawrence, KS
66045. Telephone: (913) 864-7600. Published 3 times a year, free.
NASP Newsletrer-Nacional Association of Sibling Programs, Sibling
Support Project, Childrens Hospital and Medical Center, P.O. Box
5371, CL-09, Seattle, WA 98105-0371. Telephone: (206) 368-4911.
Published twice a year, for service providers.
Sibling Information N,twork Newsletrer-Sibling Information Network,
A.J. Pappanikou Center, University of Connecticut, 249 Glenbrook
Road, U64, Storrs, CT 06269-2064. Telephone: (860) 486-5035. Published several times a year. For members, $8.50; Organizations, $15.00.
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Organizations

· ·

The organizations listed below are only a few of the many that provide services and inform;1tion about disability issues to families. When
calling or writing an organization, it is always a good idea to be as specific as you can in stating your needs and concerns. For example, state
the gender and age of your child, the disability he or she has, and any special needs or interests you have in making your request. This helps
organizations provide you with information that is truly helpful and on target.

Clearinghouses ancl Infonnation Centers

Technical Assistance to Parent Programs (TAPP) Setu:ork:

ARCH National Resource Center for Crisis Nurseries and
Respite Care Services, Chapel Hill Training Outreach Project,
800 Eastowne Drive, Suite 105, Chapel Hill, NC 27514. Telephone:
(800) 473-1727; (800) 773-5433 (National Respite Locator Service);
(919) 490-5577.

National Office: Federation for Children with Special Needs,
95 Berkeley Srreet, Suite 104, Boston, MA 02116. Telephone:
(617) 482-2915 (V/TTY).

Communication and Information Services (formerly the Clearinghouse on Disability Information), Office of Special Education and
Rehabilitative Services (OSERS), Room 3132, Switzer Building,
330 C Street S.W., Washington, DC 20202-2524. Telephone:
(202) 205-8241.

West Region-Washington State PAVE, 6316 South 12th Street,
Tacoma, WA 98465. Telephone: (206) 565-2266; 1-800-572-7368
(toll-free in WA).

ERIC Clearinghouse on Disabilities and Gifted Education,
Council for Exceptional Children, I920 Association Drive, Res ton,
VA 20191-1589. Telephone: (800) 328-0272; (703) 620-3660.

Midwest Region-PACER Center, 4826 Chicago Avenue South,
Minneapolis, MN 55417. Telephone: (612) 827-2966 (V{ITY);
in MN only, t-800-537-2737 (V{ITY).
Northeast Region-Parent Information Center, P.O. Box 1422,
Concord, NH 03302. Telephone: (603) 224-7005.

HEATH Resource Center (National Clearinghouse on Postsecondary
Education-for Individuals with Disabilities), One Dupont Circle N.W.,
Suite 800, Washington, DC 20036-1193. Telephorii::l-800-544-3284
(VoicerrTY, outside of DC area); (202) 939-9320 (in DC area).
National Center for Education in Maternal and Child Health,
200015th Street North, Arlington, VA 22201-2617. Telephone:
(703) 524-7802.

South. Region-Excep(lQ!lal Children's Assistance Center, P.O. Box
16, Davidson, NJ 28036. Telephone: 1-800-962-6817 (in NC);
(704) 892-1321.

G~ernment Agencies

National Center for Youth with Disabilities, University of Minnesota, Box 721,420 Delaware Street S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55455.
Telephone: (612) 626-2825; (612) 624-3939 (TTY).
National Health Information Center (ONHIC), P.O. Box 1133,
Washington, DC 20013- 1133. Telephone: 1-800-336-4797;
(301) 565-4167.

Regional Offices:

Administration on Developmental Disabilities, U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services, 200 Independence Avenue S.W.,
Room 329-D, Washington, DC 20201. Telephone: (202) 690-6590;
(202) 690-6415 (TTY).
National Council on Disability, 1331 F St. N.W., 10th Floor,
Washington, DC 20004-1107. Telephone: (202) 272-2004;
(202) 267-3232 (TTY).

National Information Center on Deafness, Gallaudet University,
800 Florida Avenue N.E., Washington, DC 20002. Telephone:
(202) 651-5051 (Voice); (202) 651-5052 (TTY).

Office of Indian Education Programs, Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA), 1849 C Street N.W., MS-3512-MIB-OIE-23, Washington, DC
20240. Telephone: (202) 208-3596.

National Rehabilitation Information Center (NARIC), 8455
Colesville Road, Suite 935, Silver Spring, MD 20910. Telephone:
1-800-346-2742 or 1-800-227-0216 (Voice{ITY); (301) 588-9284
(Voice{ITY in MD).

Other Organisations

Research and Training Center on Family Support and Children's Mental Health, Portland State University, P.O. Box 751,
Portland, OR 97207. Telephone: !-800-628-1696; (503) 725-4040.
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The Arc (formerlv the Association for Retarded Citizens of the United
States), 500 East Border Street, Suite 300, Arlington, TX 76010.
Telephone: 1-800-433-5255; (817) 261-6003.
Association for the Care of Children's Health, 7910 Woodmont
Avenue, Suite 300, Bethesda, MD 20814-3015. Telephone:
1-800-808-ACCH; (301) 654-6549.
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Association for Persons \\ith Severe Handicaps (T.-\Sl-1), 29 \V.
Susquehanna Avenue. Suire 210, Baltimore, l\lD 21204. Telephone:
(-110) 828-8274; (410) 828-1306 (TTY).
Beach Center on Families and Disability, University of Kansas,
3111 Haworth Hall, Lawrence, KS 66045. Telephone: (913) 864-7600

Disability-Specific Organisations
The list of all available disability-specific organizations is far coo extensive co print in this .Vews Digest. i\lany of these organizations are
listed on NICHCY's disability fact sheets. Face sheets are available
on the following disabilities:

(\'(TTY).

Attention Deficit Disorder
Autism
Cerebral Palsy
Deafness and Hearing Loss
Down Syndrome
Emotional Disturbance
Epilepsy
Learning Disabilities
Mental Retardation
Severe and/or i\l ultiplc Disabilities
Speech and Language Impairments
Spina Bifida
Traumatic Brain Injury
Visual Impairments

Council for Exceptional Children, 1920 Association Drive, Resron,
VA 20191-1589. Telephone: (703) 620-3660.
March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation, 1275 Mamaroneck
Avenue, White Plaines, NY 10605. Telephone: (914) 428-7100.
National Clearinghouse on Women and Girls with Disabilities,
I 14 East 32nd Street, Suire 701, New York, NY 10016. Telephone:
(212) 725-1803.
National Parent Network on Disabilities, 1727 King Street, Suire
305, Alexandria, VA 22314. Telephone: (703) 684-6763.
Sibling Infonnation Network, A.J. Pappanikou Center, University
of Connecticut, 249 Glenbrook Road, U64, Storrs, CT 06269-2064.
Telephone: (860) 486-5035.
Sick Kids (need) Involved People (SKIP), C/O SKIP of New
York, 545 Madison Avenue, 13th Floor, New York, NY 10022.
Telephone: (212) 421-9160.

If you arc interested in contacting a disability-specific organization
chat addresses the needs and concerns of individuals wich one of
these disabilities, please contact NICHCY and request the fact sheet
of interest to you. The sheet will contain the names, addresses, and
telephone numbers of organizations providing information and/or
services regarding that particular disability.

Zero to Three/National Center for Infants, Toddlers and Fami- -If you have need of information on a disabiliey that is not addressed
through a NICHCY fact sheet, please contact NICHCY, and we will
lies, 734 !Sch Street N.W., Suire 1000, Washington, DC 20005-1036.
try to put you in contact with an organization that provides services
Telephone: (202) 638-1144; 1-800-89~301 (Publications).
and/or information about the disability of concern co you.

List of Publishers
The publishers listed below (in alphabetical order) are only some of the many that provide information to parents about disability issues.
Journals are listed at the end, also alphabetically. We present this list of names, addresses, and telephone numbers to help readers obtain the
resources listed throughout this News Digest If you arc interested in obtaining any of the resources we've listed, its a good idea co contact
the publisher and find out the latest payment and ordering procedures. These addresses and phone numbers are, of course, subject co change
without notice.
Academic Chicago Publications, 363 W. Erie, 7E, Chicago, IL
60610. Telephone: 1-800-248-7323.

American Psychiatric Press, 1400 K Street N.W., Washington, DC
20005. Telephone: 1-800-368-5777.

Academic Therapy Publications, 20 Commercial Boulevard, Novato,
CA 94949. Telephone; 1-800-422-7249 (outside CA); (415) 883-3314.

Aronson: Contact Jason Aronson, Inc., 400 Keystone Industrial Park,
Dunmore, PA 18512. Telephone: 1-800-782-0015.

Adams Publishing, 260 Center Street, Holbrook, MA 02343.
Telephone: 1-800-872-5627.

Association for the Care of Children's Health, 7910 Woodmont
Avenue, Suite 300, Bethesda, MD 20814-3015. Telephone:
1-800-808-2224, ext. 327 (orders); (301) 654-6549.

Allyn & Bacon, Order Processing Center, P.O. Box 11071,
Des Moines, IA 50336-1071. Telephone: 1-800-947-7700.
American Foundation for the Blind, 11 Penn Plaza, Suire 300,
New York, NY 10001. Telephone: 1-800-232-304.J (orders);
(212) 502-7647 (customer service).
NICHCY N,.,, Direst 20

Ballantine Books: Contact the Special Needs Project, 3463 State
Street, Suite 282, Santa Barbara, CA 93105. Telephone:
(805) 683-9633; 1-800-333-6867 (orders only).
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Bantam Books. Doubleday Dell Publishing Group, 2-151 South
Wolf Road, Des Plaines, IL 60018. Telephone: 1-800-323-9872.

Family Resource Center on Disabilities. 20 East Jackson Boulevard, Room 900, Chicago, IL 60604. Telephone: (312) 939-3513;
1-800-952--1199 (in IL only).

Barron's Educational Series, 250 Wireless Boulevard, Hauppauge,
NY 11788. Telephone: 1-800-6-15-3-176.
Basic Books: Contact Special Needs Project, 3-163 State Street,
Suite 282, Santa Barbara, CA 93105. Telephone: (805) 683-9633;
1-800-333-6867 (orders only).

Free Press, Division of Simon & Schuster, Order Department,
200 Old Tappan Road, Old Tappan, NJ 07675. Telephone:
l-800-223-23-18.
Free Spirit Publishing, 400 First Avenue North. Suite 616,
i\Iinneapolis, M;s.; 55-101. Telephone: (612) 338-2068.

Beach Center on Families and Disability, University of Kansas,
3111 Haworth, Lawrence, KS 66045. Telephone: (913) 864-7600.
Better Hearing Institute, 5021-B Backlick Road, Annandale, VA
22003. Telephone: 1-800- EAR-WELL.

Gallaudet University, Gallaudec Research lnscituce, Dissemination
Office, Hall Memorial Building S--144, Gallaudec University,
800 Florida Avenue NE, Washington, DC 20002. Telephone:
(202) 651-5575.

Birch Lane Press, 120 Enterprise Avenue, Seacaucus, NJ 07094.
Telephone: 1-800-447-2665.

Ga!Iaudet University Press, 800 Florida Avenue N.E., Washington,
DC 20002. Telephone: 1- 800-451-1073 (V/TTY); (202) 651-5380.

Blind Children's Center, 4120 Marathon Street, Los Angeles, CA
90029. Telephone: 1-800- 222-3567 (in CA); 1-800-222-3566
(outside of CA).

Greenwood, 88 Post Road West, P.O. Box 5007, Westport CT
06881. Telephone: 1-800-225- 5800.

Brookline Books, P.O. Box 1047, Cambridge, MA 02238. Telephone:
1-800-666-2665; (617) 868-0360.

Guilford Press, 72 Spring Street, New York, NY 10012. Telephone:
1-800-365-7006.

Carle Center for Health Law and Ethics: Contact Baxley Media
Group, 110 W. Main Street, Urbana, IL 61801. Telephone:
(217) 384-4838.

Harcourt Brace & Company, 6277 Sea Harbor Drive, Orlando, FL
32887. Telephone: 1-800-543-1918.
-

Center for Speech and Language, 479 Spring Road, Elmhurst IL
60126. Telephone: (630) 530-8551.
Charles C. Thomas Publishers, 2600 S. First Street, Springfield, IL
62794-9265. Telephone: 1-800-258-8980 (orders); (217) 789-8980.
Chilo Welfare League of America, c/o CSSC, 300 Raitan Center
Parkway, Eddison, NJ 08818- 7816. Telephone: 1-800-407-6273.
Dana Alliance for Brain Initiatives: Contact David Balog, editor
of this resource. Telephone: (212) 223-4040.
DCI Publishing: Contact Sunrise River Press, 11481 Kost Dam
Road, North Branch, MN 55056. Telephone: 1-800-895-4585
(orders); (612) 583-3239.
Dell, sec Bantam Books.

Grey House Publishing, Pocket Knife Square, Lakeville, CT
06039. Telephone: 1-800-562-2139.

Harper & Row: Contact the Special Needs Project, 3463 State
Street, Suite 282, Santa Barbara, CA 931 OS. Telephone:
(805) 683-9633; 1-800-333-6867 (orders only).
Hawthorne Educational Services, Inc., 800 Gray Oak Drive,
Columbia, MO 65201. Telephone: 1-800-542-1673.
Houghton Mifflin, 181 Ballard Vale Street, Wilmington, MA 018877050. Telephone: 1-800-225-1464.
Indiana Resource Center for Autism, Institute for the Study of
Developmental Disabilities, 2853 East Tenth Street, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47408-2601. Telephone: (812) 855- 6508;
1-800-437-7924 (in IN only).
Insight Books, Division of Plenum Press, 233 Spring Street,
New York, NY 10013. Telephone: 1-800-221-9369.

Doubleday, sec Bantam Books.
Dutton: Contact Penguin-USA Books, 120 Woodbine, Bergenfield,
NJ 07621. Telephone: 1-800-253-6476 (orders); 1-800-331-4624
(customer service); (212) 366-2000.

Institute on Disability, University of New Hampshire, 7 Leavitt
Lane, Suite 101, Durham, NH 03824-3522. Telephone:
(603) 862-4320.

Epilepsy Foundation of America, 4351 Garden City Drive,
Landover, MD 20785. Telephone: 1-800-213-5821; (301) 577-0100.

Interstate Research Associates: Contact NICHCY, P.O. Box 1492,
Washington, DC 20013. Telephone: 1-800-695-0285 (V/TTY);
(202) 884-8200 (V/TTY).

F.A. Davis Company, 1915 Arch Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103.
Telephone: 1-800-523-4049; (215) #0-3001.

John Hopkins Uni,·ersity Press, Hampden Station, Baltimore, i\lD
2121 I. Telephone: 1-800-537-5487.
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John Wiley and Sons, Orders co: Eastern Distribution Cemer,
I Wiley Drive, Somerset, NJ 08875-!ZiZ. Telephone: l-800-225-59-15,
ext. 2-197.
Kendall/Hunt Puhlishing, -1050 Westmark Drive, P.O. Box 1840,
Dubuque, IA 52004-1840. Telephone: 1-800-28-0810.
Lah School of Washington, -1759 Reservoir Road N.W., Washington,
DC 20007. Telephone: (202) 94-1-3083.
Library of Congress, National Library Service for the Blind and
Physically Handicapped, 1291 Taylor Street N.W., Washington, DC
20542. Telephone: 1-800-424-8567; (202) 707-9275; (202) 707-0744
(TTY).

Lighthouse Industries, Publications Department, 36-20 Northern
Boulevard, Long Island City, NY 11101. Telephone: 1-800-334-5497.

National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication
Disorders Information Clearinghouse, I Communication Avenue,
Bethesda, MD 20892-3-156. Telephone: 1-800-241-1044;
1-800-241-1055 (TTYl; (301) 907-7653.
National Rehabilitation Infomiation Center, 8455 Colesville
Road, Suite 935, Silver Spring, MD 20910-3319. Telephone:
1-800-346-2742 (orders); (301) 495-5626.
New Jersey Center for Outreach and Services for the Autism
Community (COS.-\C). 1-150 Parkside Avenue, Suite 22, Ewing, NJ
08638. Telephone: (609) 883-8100; 1-800+AUTISM (in NJ only).
Newmarket Publishing and Communications, 18 E. 48th Street,
New York, NY 10017. Telephone: 1-800-669-3903 (customer
service); (212) 832-3579.
NICHCY (National Information Center for Children and Youth
with Disabilities}, P.O. Box 1492, Washington, DC 20013.
Telephone: 1-800-695-0285 (Voice(ITY).

Little, Brown, 200 Wesc Street, Waltham, MA 02254. Telephone:
1-800-759-0190.

Nisonger Center, Publications Office, McCampbell Hall, Room 325,
1581 Dodd Drive, Columbus, OH 43210. Telephone:
(614) 292-8365. Ask for the Publications Office.

Love Publishing, P.O. Box 22353, Denver, CO 80222. Telephone:
(303) 757-2579.

Lowell House: Contact RGA Publishing, 2020 Avenue of the Stars,
Suite 300, Los Angeles, CA 90067. Telephone: (310) 552-7555, ext. 10.
Madison Books, 4720 Boston Way, Lanham, MD 20706.
Telephone: (301) 459-5308; 1-800-462-6420.

Osteogenesis lmperfecta Foundation, 804 W. Diamond Avenue,
Suite 210, Gaithersburg, MD 20878. Telephone: 1-800-981-2663.
Panthe.on Books, see Random House.

Mc-Graw Hill, 860Taylor'Smion Road, Blacklick, OH 43004,
Telephone: 1-800-262-4729.

Paralyzed Veterans of America, PVA Distribution Center, P.0.
Box 753, Waldorf, MD 20604- 0753. Telephone: (888) 860-7244
(toll-free); (301) 932-7834.

Mental Health Law Project (now known as Judge David L. Bazelon
Center for Meneal Health Law), 1101 Fifteenth Street N.W.,
Suite 1212, Washington, DC 20005. Telephone: (202) 467-5730.
Merrill: Contact Simon & Schuster, Box 11071, Des Moines, IA
50336. Telephone: 1-800-922-0579 (orders); 1-800-947-7700.

Parent Advocacy Coalition for Educational Rights (PACER Center),
4826 Chicago Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55417. Telephone:
Outside of MN, (612) 827-2%6; in MN, 1-800-537-2237.
Parkway Publishers, Box 3678, Boone, NC 28607. Telephone:
(704) 265-3993.

Mills & Sanderson: Contact JHA Enterprises, P.O. Box 833,
Bedford, MA 01730-0833. Telephone: (617) 271-1055.

Paul H. Brookes Publishing Company, P.O. Box 10624, Baltimore,
MD 21285-0624. Telephone: 1-800-638-3775.

Montana University Affiliated Program, University of Montana,
Missoula, MT 59812. Telephone: 1-800-732-0323 (orders);
(406) 243-5467.

Pedipress, Inc., Fulfillment Center, 200 Seate Road, South Deerfield,
MA01373. Telephone: 1-800-611-6081.

N.i\L-Dutton, see Dutton.

Penguin Books-USA, sec Dutton.

National Alliance for the Mentally Ill, 200 N. Glebc Road,
Suite 1015, Arlington, VA 22203-3754. Telephone: (703) 524-7600.

Phonak, 850 E. Diehl Road, Naperville, IL 60566. Telephone:
1-800-777-7333 (orders); (630) 505-7007.

National Information Center for Children and Youth with
Disabilities (NICHCY), P.O. Box 1492, Washington, DC 20013.
Telephone: 1-800-695-0285 (V(ITY).

Pilot Parent Partnerships, Inc., 4750 N. Black Canyon Highway
#IOI, Phoenix, AZ 85017. Telephone: (602) 242--1366;
I-800-237-3007 (in AZ).

Nationnl Information Center on Deafness, Gallaudet University,
800 Florida Avenue N.E., Washington, DC 20002-3695. Telephone:
(202) 651-5051 (Voice); (202) 651-5052 (TTY).

Pocket Books, Simon & Schuster, Order Department, 200 Old Tappan
Road, Old Tappan, NJ 07675. Telephone: 1-800-223-2336 (orders);
(212) 698-7000.
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Prentice-Hall. P.O. Box I 1075, Des ,loines, IA 50336. Telephone:
1-800-947-7700.
Prima Publishing & Communications. P.O. Box 126OJT, Rocklin,
CA 95677. Telephone: (916) 624-5718.

United Cerebral Pal~y Associations, Inc.: For K. McAnaney's
book, concacc Kate McAnaney, 3 Buena Vista Del Rio, Carmel Valley,
CA 93924. Telephone: (408) 659-0382. For S. Weiss's book, contact
UCPA, 1660 L Screec N.W., Suice 700, Washington, DC 20036.
Telephone: (202) ii6-0406, ext. 7130; 1-800-872-5827 (V/TTY).
University of Iowa: Publication Order Sm·ices, 222 Old Highway
218 South, Iowa City, IA 52242-1602. Telephone: 1:800-235-2665
(orders); (319) 335-4645.

Pro-Ed, 8700 Shoal Creek Boulevard, Austin, TX 78757.
Telephone: 1-800-897-3202; (5 I2) 451-32-16.
Putnam Publishing Group, Attention: ~!ail Order, 390 Murray Hill
Parkway, East Rutherford, NJ 07073. Telephone: l-800-631-8571
(select mail order from the options presented).

University of i\linnesota Press, 111 3rd Avenue Souch, Suite 290,
Minneapolis, MN 55401. Telephone: (773) 568-1550 (orders).

Quintessence, 551 N. Kimberly Drive, Carol Scream, IL 60188.
Telephone: -t-800-621-0387; (630) 682-3223.

University of Washington Press, P.O. Box 50096, Seattle, WA
98145-S096. Telephone: (206) 543-4050; l-800-441-4115 (orders only).

Random House, 400 Hahn Road, Westminster, MD 21157.
Telephone: 1-800-733-3000.

Warner Books: Contact Little, Brown, 200 West Street, Waltham,
MA 02254. Telephone: 1- 800-343-9204.

Rayve Productions, P.O. Box 726, Windsor, CA 95492. Telephone:
1-800-852-4890.

Woodbine House, 6510 Bells Mill Road, Bethesda, MD 20817.
Telephone: 1-800-843-7323; (301) 897-3570.

Resources for Rehabilitation, 33 Bedford Street, Suite 19A,
Lexington, /\IA 02173. Telephone: (617) 862-6455.

York Press, P.O. Box 504, Timonium, MD 21094. Telephone:
1-800-962-2763 (orders); (410) 560-1557.

Simon & Schuster, see Pocket Books.

Young Adult Institute and Workshop, Inc., 460 West 34th Street,
New York, NY 10001. Telephone: (212) 563-7474 (ext. 193 for orders).

Singular Publishing, 401 W. A Street, Suite 325, San Diego, CA
92101. Telephone: 1-800-521-8545; (619) 238-6777.
Journals

Social Security Adntliiistration, Telephone: 1-800-772-1213;
1-800-325-0778 (1TY). Internet address: htcp://www.ssa.gov

NICHCY Briefing Paptr-Contact NICHCY, P.O. Box 1492,
Washington, DC 20013. Telephone: 1-800-695-0285 (Voice/TTY).

Sopris West, 1140 Boston Avenue, Longmont, CO 80501.
Telephone: 1-800-547-6747; (303) 651-2829.
Special Needs Project, 3463 Seate Street, Suite 282, Santa Barbara,
CA93!05. Telephone: 1-800-333-6867 (orders); (805) 683-9633.
Spina Bifida Center, Kennedy Krieger Institute, 707 N. Broadway,
Balcimore, MD 21205. Telephone: (410) 550-9262 (orders);
(410) 550-9806 (1TY).
Spinal Network. P.O. Box 8987, Malibu, CA 90265-8987.
Telephone: 1-800-543-4116, ext. 480.
SL Lucie Press, 100 E. Linton Boulevard, Suite 4038, Delray Beach,
FL 33483. Telephone: (407) 274-9906.

NICHCY Nrws Digest-Contact NICHCY, P.O. Box 1492,
Washington, DC 20013. Telephone: 1-800-695-0285 (Voice/TTY).
NICHCY Transition Summary-Contact NICHCY, P.O. Box 1492,
Washington, DC 20013. Telephone: 1-800-695-0285 (Voice/TTY).
Part11t's Guidt-Contacc NICHCY, P.O. Box 1492, Washington, DC
20013. Telephone: 1-800-695-0285 (Voice/TTY).
Topics in Early Child!tood Sptcial Education-Contact Pro-Ed,
8700 Shoal Creek Boulevard, Atiscin, TX 78758. Telephone:
(512) 451-3246.

St. Martin's Press: Contact Publishers Book & Audio, P.O. Box
070059, Staten Island, NY 10307. Telephone: 1-800-288-2131.
Taylor Publishing, 1550 W. Mockingbird Lane, Dallas, TX 75235.
Telephone: 1-800-677- 2800; (214) 819-8100.
Underwood Books. P.O. Box 1609, Grass Vallev, CA 95945.
Telephone: 1·800-788-3123 (orders); (916) 274-7997.
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Setts Digest is published three times each year. NICHCY disseminates ocher materials as well and can respond co individual
requests. For further information and assistance, or co receive a NICHCY P11blim1ions Catalog, contact NICHCY, P.O. Box 1492,
Washington, DC 20013, or call 1-800-695-0285 (Voice(ITY). Visit our Web site (http://W\nv.nichcy.org) or our gopher (gopher
aed.org). You can also send us E-mail: nichcy@aed.org.
NICHCY thanks our Project Officer, Ms. Marie Roane, at che Office of Special Education Programs, U.S. Department of Education.
We also thank the following individuals forcheirthoughcful review and valuable insights on drafts of the .Veu:s Digest as it was
originally produced in 1993: Susan Duffy, Parent, Writer, and Advocate, Missoula, ~IT; Theresa Rebhorn, Parent Educational
Advocacy Training Center (PEATC), Alexandria, VA; and Ann Gordon, Child Find, Falls Church, VA.
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~Publication of this document is made possible through Cooperative Agreement #H030A.l0003 between the Academy for Educational Development with the Office of Special Education Programs of the United States Department of Education. The contents of this document do not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the Department of Education, nor does mention of trade names, commercial products, or organizations
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Footnotes
1. A summary as well as the full context of Public Law 105-17 is available at web

site: http://www.nectas.unc.edu/idea/idea.html
2. Additional parent resources may be located through the Area-7 Education
Agency.

